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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Four-bar mechanisms are used quite extensively in 

industry to obtain unusual motions because they are simple 

and cheap to build and provide good service as compared to 

cams which are much more difficult to manufacture. However, 

cams have the advantage of being much easier to design than 

the four-bar mechanism. One type of linkage design is that 

of finding a mechanism which moves a lamina through a number 

of nominated positions. This type of synthesis is called 

motion generation or sometimes referred to as the plane path 

problem. This is the type of synthesis primarily studied in 

this dissertation. Several other types of synthesis problem 

such as function generation and point path-angle synthesis 

can be transformed to motion generation problems.

The standard representation of a four-bar mechanism is 

illustrated in Figure 1-1. The mechanism is composed of 

two cranks, referred to as the driving crank and the driven 

crank, the base, and the coupler which connects the moving 

pivots of the two cranks. The slider-crank mechanism of 

Figure 1-2 is a special case of the four-bar mechanism in 

the sense that the driven crank can be considered to be 

infinite in length.
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Four-bar linkage

Fig. 1-1

Slider-crank linkage

Fig. 1-2
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In Germany, Burmester [1-1] used the concepts of poles, 

circle-point and center-point curves to develop methods for 

synthesizing mechanisms which would approximate straight

- line generation. These ideas were later extended by Alt 

[1-2], Beyer [1-3] and Hain [1-4]. The circle-point curve 

is the locus of all points in the fixed frame whose four 

positions all lie on a circle. If the circle is the locus 

for the moving pivot of a crank, then the fixed pivot lies 

at the center of that circle. Therefore, for each point on 

the circle-point curve there exists a point which represents 

the corresponding fixed pivot. The locus of these fixed 

pivots is called the center-point curve. Thus there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between points on these two curves.

A pole is the point in the fixed plane about which the 

moving lamina rotates for a pair of design positions. The 

image pole is the pole as seen relative to the moving plane. 

Because of the one-to-one correspondence there are points on 

the circle-point curve which correspond to the poles of the 

center-point curve. These points are called Q points [1-3] 

and their location both graphically and analytically is 

described in detail in Chapter 2. Likewise, the points on the 

center-point curve which correspond to the image poles can be 

found in the same manner. Both the circle-point and center

point curves are third degree curves which go through the two 
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imaginary circle-points and center-points at infinity and thus 

intersect the asymptote once in the finite plane [1-3J. One 

point exists on the circle-point curve for which the radius 

of the circle on which its four positions lie is infinite. 

This point is called the Ball point [1-3]. Thus if the Ball 

point is chosen as the moving pivot for the crank, the trace 

of the moving pivot will be a straight line. Therefore since 

the fixed pivot of the crank must lie at infinity, the point 

on the center-point curve which corresponds to the Ball 

point on the circle-point curve must be at infinity. When 

designing a slider-crank mechanism for four finitely separ

ated positions the moving pivot for the slide must be chosen 

as the Ball point. For the inverted slider-crank linkage, 

one chooses the circle-point at infinity as the moving pivot 

of the crank and the corresponding center-point is the fixed 

pivot. The moving pivot is now the slide for this mechanism 

which is called the turning block linkage, see Figure 1-3.

The circle-point curve, as mentioned earlier, is der

ived for four finitely separated design positions (FSP) . Evid

ently, an inf inite number of solutions are possible. For the 

motion generation synthesis problem it can be shown that the maxi

mum number of design, or nominated positions, is five [1-3]. The 

five design position problem is solved by solving the four design 

position problem twice for two different sets of four of the five
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Turning block linkage

Fig. 1-3
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design positions. For example, the common solutions to the 

motion generation problems using positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 and 

positions 1, 2, 3 and 5 are the only possible solutions to 

the five design position problem. Since the two curves are 

third degree curves there are a maximum of nine intersections 

or solutions. However, two of the intersections are the previously 

mentioned imaginary circle-points at infinity and three others 

are the common image poles (Pi2» Pja and Pgg) for the two 

sets of four design positions chosen. Therefore there are a 

maximum of four solutions, known as the Burmester points, if 

all four solutions exist. The other possibilities are two 

solutions if two are imaginary or none if all four are 

imaginary. Thus if all four solutions exist there is a 

maximum of six linkages which may be designed for a 5FSP 

problem. However, it may happen that none of these linkages 

is a desirable solution. Therefore the probability of a 

practicable solution for a 5FSP problem is greatly reduced 

from that of a 4FSP problem.

For the 2FSP and 3FSP problems, any point in the plane 

may be chosen as the moving pivot of a crank and the fixed 

pivot is the center of a circle on which the moving pivot 

lies for the given design positions. In the two design 

position case there are an infinite number of fixed pivots 

corresponding to any point lying on the perpendicular bisector 
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of the line joining those two positions. However, for the 

three design position problem only one circle can be drawn 

through three points. Therefore, there is only one choice 

for the fixed pivot of the crank. These two cases are 

illustrated in Figures 1-4 and 1-5.

The previous material, as indicated, was for a finite 

set of design positions. Mueller [1-5] developed numerous 

synthesis methods for infinitesimally separated position 

(ISP) problems. For ISP problems the instantaneous centers 

or poles are found by locating the intersection of the 

normal to the path tangent for each end of the coupler. The 

instantaneous centers are handled in the same manner as the 

poles for the FSP problems. When the ISP and FSP problems 

are combined, they are called multiply separated position 

(MSP) problems. Previous work in this area, using an 

analytical-numerical approach is that of Tesar and his 

associates [1-6 through 1-11]. Graphical solutions to MSP 

problems have been presented by Volmer [1-12], Dijksman [1-13] 

Hain [1-4] and Waldron [1-14]. Tesar and Carrero [1-15] 

have drawn together graphical solutions to FSP, ISP and MSP 

problems. Although the methods presented in this dissertation 

are formulated for FSP problems, they can be immediately 

applied to all MSP problems in a similar manner to those 

presented in Ref. [1-14].
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Determination of loci for finding center-point for 

two finitely separated design positions ■

Fig. 1-4
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Determination of center-point for three finitely 

separated design positions

Fig. 1-5
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If one of the joint angles, 9, is fixed, as shown in 

Figure 1-6, then the linkage may be arranged in one of the 

two possible positions indicated by the solid and broken 

lines. Note that the angles i|j between the remaining crank 

and the coupler for the two configurations (branches) have 

the same magnitude but are opposite in direction as indicated 

by the negative sign. For the linkage to get from one branch 

to the other, it must pass through one of the two transition 

configurations shown in Figure 1-7. In other words, for a 

transition from one branch to the other to occur, the linkage 

must pass through either the i|r = 0° or i|r = tt positions. Now 

if link 4 is assumed to have some rotation, w4, as shown 

in Figure 1-8 for either of the two transition configurations 

then Kennedy's theorem [1-16] gives

But since the instantaneous centers I14 and IS4 are the same 

point, the angular velocity of link 2 is zero. Thus when a 

joint is passing through one of the transition positions, the 

opposite joint must have zero velocity. Therefore if link 2 

is assumed to rotate completely, then ijr cannot pass through 

a transition position. Hence the range of i|/ must be less 

than tt. If link 2 in Figure 1-6 is assumed to rotate
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Definition of joint angles for four-bar linkage

Fig. 1-6
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Transition configurations for four-bar linkage

Fig. 1-7
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1inkage

Location of instantaneous centers for four-ba

I 24

Fig. 1-8
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completely with respect to both links 1 and 3, then both i|r 

and cp are less than 180° , and one has the crank-rocker 

mechanism. Likewise if links 2 and 4 rotate completely 

relative to link 1, then the mechanism is a drag-link. 

Grashof's rules [1-17] provide a quick method for determining 

not only the type but also the class of the linkage. For a 

Class I linkage, the shortest link makes a complete rotation 

relative to each of the other three while they only oscillate 

relative to each other. And for the Class II linkage, no 

link makes a full rotation relative to any of the other links.

In theory, for four-bar mechanism synthesis there are an 

infinite number of choices for each of the two cranks. 

However, not all of the resulting mechanisms are practically 

usable. The crank-rocker and drag-link mechanism types are 

usually required because of the need for a continuously 

rotating input crank. Since other four-bar types occur as 

solutions in the Burmester synthesis, the location of the 

regions in which neither the crank-rocker nor the drag-link 

mechanisms exist would greatly reduce the trial and error 

needed to find practicable linkages. Previous work on this 

problem has been done by Beyer [1-3], Filemon [1-18] and 

Waldron [1-14, 1-19, 1-20].

In addition to the above problem, referred to as the 

"Grashof Problem", two other effects give rise to impractical 
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solution linkages. These are referred to as the "order 

problem," and the "branch problem." The order problem arises 

when it is necessary that the mechanism go through the four 

design positions in some specified order. For four or more 

design positions, a continuously rotating crank will frequently 

drive the coupler through the design positions in the wrong 

order. Therefore it becomes important to identify regions 

of the solution space which give cranks which will drive the 

linkage through the design positions in the desired order. 

Previous work on this problem has been published by Modler 

[1-21], Waldron [1-14, 1-19] and Waldron and Strong [1-22 and 

Chapter 3].

In addition, the solution to the order problem has 

important implications for the Grashof problem. In a drag

link linkage both cranks not only have to rotate completely, 

but they must do so in the same direction and in the same 

order of rotation. Also, in a crank-rocker, the order of 

rotation of the crank relative to the coupler must be opposite 

the rotation of the crank relative to the base. Thus the 

solution of the order problem can be used to identify regions 

of the solution space in which these Grashof types cannot 

occur. Its use in this manner will be discussed in Chapter 5.

All linkages which satisfy the Grashof inequality display 

dual branched trajectories. It is possible for some design positions 
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to be on one branch and the others on the second branch. 

Thus, this effect gives rise to true spurious solutions. 

This is the problem called the branch problem. Previous work 

on this problem has been done by Filemon [1-18], Waldron 

[1-14, 1-20] and Waldron and Strong [1-22 and Chapter 4].

The methods developed in Chapters 3 and 4 reveal a 

further improvement in the design of crank-rocker mechanisms 

by simply inverting the linkage onto the coupler and applying 

the techniques in a similar manner. The inverted branch solution 

requires the location of some more special points on the circle

point curve. These can be located very easily with the 

information already available from the previous work.

The circle-point equation is derived in Chapter 2 along 

with the necessary equations for locating all of the special 

points which are needed for the order and branch solutions. 

The generation of the circle-point curve is by means of an 

exact solution rather than by an approximate method such 

as the Newton-Raphson method. The Appendix contains a 

listing of the entire program along with some examples of 

the output data for both a single branch and double branch 

circle-point curve.



CHAPTER 2

NUMERICAL GENERATION OF CIRCLE POINT CURVE

2.1 Introduction

The circle-point curve is the locus of all points in a 

plane whose 4 positions lie on a circle. Thus, in theory, any 

point on this curve may be chosen as the moving pivot of a 

crank with the fixed pivot being the center of the circle on 

which the moving pivot lies in its four design positions. 

The following chapters, however, indicate that not all of these 

solutions are desirable ones for the designer to choose. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to be able to obtain all 

points on the circle-point curve, which is in general, a cubic 

in both the abscissa and ordinate variables. This is the 

purpose of the numerical solution, along with the location 

of the special points - Pz. ., Q. . , T. . , U. ., T*. and U*. - 
ID ID ID ID ID

which lie on the circle-point curve. As indicated in 

the following chapters, these special points are all that 

are needed to restrict the circle-point curve to those seg

ments which eliminate the branch problem and define the order 

of rotation.

Since the circle-point curve is asymptotic to a line 

which extends to infinity in both directions it may be 

difficult to compute the solutions because the orientation 
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of the asymptote is unknown beforehand, making it difficult 

to know where to start the calculations. This problem can 

be resolved by merely rotating the axes so that the asymptote 

is parallel with the abscissa. Now a negative value of the 

abscissa may be chosen as the starting point and the cor

responding value or values of the ordinate may be computed. 

Then the abscissa is incremented by a positive value and 

the calculations carried out again. This process may be 

repeated as many times as necessary to obtain a sufficient 

portion of the circle-point curve.

In general, the circle-point curve is either a single 

branch or double branch curve as shown in Figures 2.1-1 and 

2.1-2, respectively. It may be seen from these figures that, 

if the starting abscissa is chosen to be a sufficiently large 

negative value there is only one real value for the ordinate. 

As the calculation progresses along the abscissa to more 

positive values, a region is encountered where all three 

values of the ordinate are real. Finally, for still more 

positive abscissae, the curve reverts back to having only one 

real ordinate value. Therefore the computer program must be 

able to detect the region in which the calculations are 

being made since only the real roots are desired. As will be 

seen later, this is a simple procedure requiring only a
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Example of single branch type of circle-point curve

Fig. 2.1-1
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Example of double branch type of circle-point curve

Fig. 2.1-2
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check to see if the discriminant is positive or negative. 

A positive value for the discriminant yields one real root 

while a negative or zero value yields three real roots with 

at least two being equal for the zero case.

In addition to the locus of solutions to the circle

point curve the special points which lie on the curve are 

also computed. The first of these are the image poles. 

Since the image poles are found from the poles, it is first 

necessary to determine the poles. Figure 2.1-3 (a) shows the 

line AB, which represents a rigid body, in the i and 

positions. In order to find the point in the fixed plane 

about which AB rotates in going from position i to position j, 

the perpendicular bisectors between points A^ and A^ and 

likewise B^ and B^ are constructed as shown in Figure 2.1-3(b) 

and labelled a and b, respectively. The intersection of lines 

a and b is the center of pure rotation of body AB between 
the it'h and positions. This point is called the pole and 

is denoted as Thus a pole is the point in the fixed and

moving plane which is coincident in both of a pair of design 

positions. The image poles are the locations of the poles 

relative to a reference frame fixed on the moving body and 

plotted on the first design position. Since there are four 

design positions and the poles are defined by taking two at
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Fig. 2.1-3(b)
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a time, there are six poles and likewise six image poles. 

The notation for the image poles is thus the six image 

poles are P^, Pi 3, P( 4, Pg3' ps4 an<^ p3 4- Another way of 

looking at the image poles is that each is the point in the 

moving lamina which corresponds to a pole in the fixed lamina, 

thus the three image poles with one of the subscripts being 

1 are in the same locations as the corresponding poles.

Two poles which have no common subscript are called 

opposite poles. The six poles when taken in pairs such that 

the subscripts are 1, 2, 3 and 4 in any order form three 

pairs of opposite poles (P1gP34, P13PS4 and P^Paa)- 

Figure 2.1-4 shows the opposite poles connected by solid 

lines. When two pairs of opposite poles are taken as the 

diagonals of a quadrilateral, it is called an opposite-pole 

quadrilateral or quadrangle. Figure 2.1-5 shows the three 

opposite-pole quadrilaterals formed by using the three 

opposite pole pairs of Figure 2.1-4. The sides of the opposite

pole quadrilateral are indicated by broken lines. The sides 

of the quadrilaterals are called adjacent poles. Notice 

that adjacent poles have one subscript which is common and 

that the adjacent poles for the opposite side have the same 

noncommon subscripts as the first. For example, from Figure 

2.1-5(a) the side formed by adjacent poles P:2 and P$3



Three pairs of opposite poles

Fig. 2.1-4



Opposite pole quadrilateral using

Pi 2/ ?! 3# Pg4 and P3 4

Fig. 2.1-5(a)
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Opposite pole quadrilateral using P,3, Pi 4,

P83 and P34

Fig. 2.1-5(b)
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Opposite pole quadrilateral using Pj3/

4, P33 and P34

Fig. 2.1-5(c)
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have subscripts 23 as uncommon. Likewise the opposite side 

is adjacent poles Pg4 and P34 which again have 23 as uncommon 

subscripts. In the first case 1 was common and in the 

second case 4 was the common subscript. Since each quadrilat

eral yields two pairs of sides with the same uncommon subscript, 

there will be six pairs of sides for all three opposite-pole 

quadrilaterals with subscripts the same as for the poles.

Because the image poles have the same subscripts as the 

poles , the same procedure may be performed using the image 

poles. If the opposite sides formed by the adjacent image 

poles are extended until they intersect, these intersections 

are called j • Thus the six Q^_. points so determined are 

QiS, Qi 3, Qi4/ Qaa/ Q@4 and Qg-t- These six points in 

addition to the six image poles all lie on the circle-point 

curve [2-lj.

Now if circles are drawn with the adjacent image pole 

pairs at the ends of their diameters, then the intersection 

of those two circles with the same uncommon subscripts are 

T.. and U... However, not all of these pairs of circles 
13 13

will intersect. Thus there is a maximum of twelve T.. and 
13

points with the same subscripts as the image poles. All 

of the T.. and U.. points which exist also lie on the circle 
13 13

point curve [2-2].
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The image pole circle is a circle on which lie three 

image poles whose subscripts represent only three of the four 

design positions. Thus image pole circles may be formed by 

using subscripts 123 (PigPgsPig), subscripts 124 (Pj8Pg4Pi4), 

subscripts 134 (P^P^P^) or subscripts 234 (PggP^P^) . 

Figure 2.1-6 shows the four image pole circles obtained 

from the six image poles. Note that all four circles inter

sect at one point called the Ball point which is indicated 

by IB and also lies on the circle-point curve [2-1].

If the circle-point curve is drawn, then the only one of 

the image pole circles needs to be constructed to find the 

Ball point. It is located at the fourth intersection of the 

circle with the curve (the other three being the image poles). 

Likewise, only one of the two circles defining the and 

points needs to be constructed if the circle-point curve 

has been constructed. These points are located at the third 

and fourth intersections of the circle with the curve.

Figure 2.1-7 defines i|r, the angle which the coupler 

makes with the crank; also 6, the angle which the coupler 

makes with the base; and cp, the angle which the crank makes 

with the base. The value for is found from the equation 

. = 9. . - cp. . when cp. . is + n such that -n < ib. . < n. This13 vij ij - V13

is presented in more detail in Chapter 5. Since 0.. may be
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Image pole circles defining Ball point

Fig. 2.1-6
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Definition of angles for a four-bar linkage

Fig. 2.1-7
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found from the design positions, then the i|f£j's can be cal

culated. Using these angles and the adjacent poles the cir

cles can be constructed locating and U£, if they exist. 

The special points and are the intersections of two 

circles on which adjacent pole pairs lie but are not the 

diameters as was the case for T.. and U.see Fig. 2.1-8.13 ij
For the circle using Pjs and Pg3, the center is 3, and 

likewise for the circle on p'4 and P34 the center would be 

C*3. Now the angles formed by PigC^gPgs and Pj^C^gP^ are 

i|fj 3, where i|i13 is the change in i|f from position 1 to position 

3. Again, if the circle-point curve is defined only one of 

these circles need be constructed to locate T*. and U*. as 

the third and fourth intersections of the circle with the 

circle-point curve.



Fig. 2.1-8
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2.2 Derivation of Circle-Point Equation

The rigid body is represented by the line AB in the 

fixed XYZ reference frame. Figure 2.2-1. The xyz coordinate 

system is fixed to AB such that the origin is point A and 

the x-axis lies along AB. The coordinates of a point P in 

the rigid body are

X = p + x cos6 - y sin9
(2.2-1)

Y = q + x sin0 + y cosQ 

where p and q are the coordinates of the point A in the 

XYZ coordinate system.

If the coordinates of the circle-point are (x,y) and 

the coordinates of the center-point are (x*,y*), then the 

equation for a circle is

(x - x*)2 + (y - y*)2 = R2 (2.2-2)

where R is the radius of the circle. Now if we let the fixed 

and moving coordinate systems coincide in the first design 

position then px = qx = Qj = 0. Thus equation (2.2-1) 

becomes for i = 2,3,4

X. = p. + x cosQ. + y sin9.
i i i i

(2.2-3)
Y. = q. + x sin9. + y cos9.
i i i i

Substitution of equation (2.2-3) into equation (2.2-2) yields

(p^ + x cos9^ + y sin9^ - x*)2 + 

(2.2-4)
(q^ + x sin9^ + y cos9^ - y*)2 = R2
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Fixed and moving reference frames

Fig. 2.2-1
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Since pt = q, = 6l = 0, then equation (2.2-4) yields for the 

first design position

(x - x*)2 + (y - y*)2 = R2 (2.2-5)

Equating the left hand sides of equations (2.2-4) and (2.2-5) 

and rearranging yields

rx(l - cos9.) + y sin6, - p.]x* + ry(l - cos0.) - x sin6.-q.ly* 
i i i i i i

+ x(p. cos6. + q. sin0.) + y(q. cos9. - p. sin9.) + i i i i i i i i
+ qp = 0 (2.2-6)

Let

a. = 1 - cosO. i i
b. = sin0. i i

c. = p. cos0, + q. sin0. (2.2-7)
11111

d. = q. cos0, - p. sin0.
ii ii i

e. = 52 (P2 + q2)

Substitution of equation (2.2-7) into equation (2.2-6) yields

(xa. + yb. - p.)x* + (ya. - xb. - q.)y* •L 1 2.
+ xc. + yd. + e. = 0 i ii

Adopting the following notation

(2.2-8)

lu. V. w.I = 
' 1 1 1'

u2 v2 w2
U3 Vg Wg 
u4 v4 w4

the nontrivial solution of equation (2.2-8) requires

I(a.x + b.y - p.)(-b.x + a.y - q.)(c.x + d.y + e.)I = 0 (2.2-9)
1 i i i i i i i i i 1

which upon expansion and rearrangement yields the circle-point 

equation
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(2kx + By) (x3 + y3) + Cxy + Dx3 + Ey3 +
(2.2-10)

Fx + Gy + H = 0

where the coefficients of equation (2.2-10) are defined as

C = -la. q. d.| - |b. q. c.| + |p. b. d.| - |p. a. c.| 
'ii i1 'ii i' ' i i i' ' i i i1

D = -|a. b. E.| - |a. q. c.I + |p. b. c.|
' i i i' 'll i 1 i i i'

E = |b. a. e.I - |b. q. d | - |p. a. d.|
1 i i i 'ii i' ' i i i 1

F = - | a. q. e. | + | p. b. e. I + | p. q. c. |
'ii i' 'i i i* ' i i i1

G = "|b. qi e.| - |p. a el + |p q d |

H = |pi qi |

As discussed earlier the axes will now be rotated through an 

angle a to make the computation of the solutions to equation 

(2.2-10) better suited for the computer. Thus

x = u cosa - v sins, 
(2.2-11)

y = u since + v cosa

Returning to equation (2.2-10) and dividing by x3 yields 

y3 v v 3(Ax + By) (1 + ±2-) + CA + D + E(^) +
x x x (2.2-12)

F(^) + G(J) + H(^") =0

Now let x become large, then equation (2.2-12) reduces to

(Ax + By) + D = 0 (2.2-13)
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If the angle of rotation were such that the term in parenthesis 

in equation (2.2-13) was dependent on y only, then equation 

(2.2-13) would be a function of y alone and would yield the 

value of the intercept of the asymptote with the y-axis. 

Substitution of equation (2.2-11) into Ax + By yields

Ax + By = (A cosec+B sina)u - (A sins - B cosa)v (2.2-14)

Therefore for equation (2.2-14) to be a function of v only, 

we see that the coefficient of u must vanish or

A cosa + B since = 0 

so,

tana = -7 (2.2-15)B

From equation (2.2-15) in conjunction with the identity 

sin3a + cos3a = 1 we get

A B
slna = A5' + B=’ and cosa = -A5"t"B3'

Substitution of equations (2.2-11) and (2.2-16) into 

(2.2-10) and rearranging yields

B' (u3 + v3 )v + c'uv + D'u2 + E'v2 + 

F'u + G'v + H' = 0 

where

B' = /A3 + B3

, _ C(B3 -A3) + 2ABD - 2ABE 
(B')3

, EA3 + DB3 - ABC 
D =------ (ST------

(2.2-16)

equation

(2.2-17)
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AF + BGG B

Now if equation (2.2-17) is divided by

large the result is the v intercept the asymptote which isof

(2.2-18)asymptote

Since the computer starts with a given value for u and

continues to vary it by some preset

equation (2.2-17) into the standard form for a cubic results

in

(2.2-19)i 8

where

a3

Let

(2.2-20a)

(2.2-20b)R

D
B

a3

V3

increment, equation

(2.2-17) becomes a cubic equation in v. Rearranging

u2 and then u is very

H' = H

3a, - a.2 
Q = ——x—— 9

9a!a3 - 27a3 - 2a!3

P'u2 + F'u + H
B'

3 = 0

B'u2 + Czu + G
b'

DA2 + EB2 + ABC
(B')2

f, = BF - AG

E a. = —1 B

54
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S = 3a/r + /D

T = 3\!R - /D

D = Q3 + R2

(2.2-20C)

(2.2-20d)

(2.2-20e)

The three conditions which determine the reality of the 

solutions are: D less than zero; equal to zero; or greater 

than zero.

i) D > 0, one real root exists

a.vT = S + T---y- (2.2-21)

ii) D = 0, all three roots are real with at least two

equal

-i cp = cos IM-/-Q5 (2.2-22)

VT = 2/ioj cos(<cp\ a.
<3/ 3 (2.2-23a)

Vg - 2/fo] cos^ + 2tt\ _ a1
3 / T (2.2-23b)

v3 - 2/[q~| cos(® + 4ir'\ at
3 / T (2.2-23c)

iii) D < 0, all three roots are real and unequal
1IrI

cp = cos /-Q3 (2.2-24)

vT = 2/[q| cos( _ ax
^3/ T (2.2-25a)

Vg - 2/Pq| cos^ + 2rr\ _ aT
3 / T (2.2-25b)

Vg - 2/j^| COS^ + 4tt\ _ ax
3 / T (2.2-25C)
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In order to determine whether the circle-point curve is a 

single branch or double branch curve, it is only necessary 

to investigate the region in which there are three real 

solutions or, in other words, cases ii) and iii). Equation 

(2.2-17) when rearranged so that u is the variable rather 

than v yields a quadratic equation in u.

(B'v + D')u2 + (Czv + F')u +
(2.2-26) 

(B'v3 + e'v2 + g'v + h') =0

Since all values of u must be real, the discriminant of 

this quadratic equation must be equal to or greater than 

zero which requires

D= (C'v + F' )2 - 4(Bv' + D') (B'v3 + E'v2 + G'v + H') sO (2.2-27) 

Expansion of equation (2.2-27) and arrangement of the resulting 

quartic in standard form yields

axv* + 4asv3 + 6a3v2 + 4a4v + a5 s 0 (2.2-28)

where

ax = 4(B')2 

a3 = B' (D' + E')

_ - (C' )2 + 4B'G' + 4d'e' 
a3 - 6

a4 = -C2^ 1 + 4b'h' + d'g' 

a5 = -(f' )2 + 4d'h'

Equation (2.2-28) will have either two real roots or four 

real roots. The number of real roots gives the number of 

real lines parallel to the asymptote and tangent to the 
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circle-point curve. It follows, then, that the single 

branch curve will give two real roots while the double 

branch curve will give four real roots. The discriminant 

for the quartic is

D = (a1a5 - 4a3a4 + 3a33) 3 - 27 (a1a3aB + 2a3aga4
(2.2-29)

- a1a42 - a5a82 - a33)2

Therefore the two cases of interest are

i) D < 0, 2 real roots, thus a single branch circle- 

point curve

ii) D > 0, 4 real roots, and thus a double branch circle

point curve.
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2.3 Derivation of Image Pole Equations

Rewriting equation (2.2-1) in matrix form we have for

the i position

cos9, . - sin0, .li li
sin9. . cose. .11 11_

and likewise for the j position

sinO^j COS0

cos0_ . - sin0_ .13 13

(2.3-1)

(2.3-2)

Since the image pole is the position in the moving lamina

where X. = X. and Y. = Y. then the xy coordinates of the ij^ 
1313

image pole are computed by equating equations (2.3-1) and

Rearranging equation (2.3-3) we have

(2.3-4)

Now solving for the xy coordinates of the image poles we

obtain
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1 (cos0n -cosQ^j ) (sinQ^^-sinQ
-sin0 ) (cos0 -cosQ2(l-cos0_) -(sin0

(2.3-5)
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2.4 Derivation of Equations Defining Ball Point

As indicated in Section 2.1 the Ball point, IB, is one 

of the special points which lies on the circle-point curve. 

It is the fourth intersection of tne image pole circle with 

the circle-point curve. The image pole circle is the circle 

on which three image poles with subscripts , pC^ and P^ 

all lie. These three points also lie on the cruve. Another 

way of finding the Ball point is to construct two image pole 

circles. One of the two intersections of these two circles 

will be the common image pole and the other intersection will 

be the Ball point. For example using image poles pj2, Pgg 

and Pi3 for one circle and Pjg, Pg4 and P{4 for the other 

circle, it is obvious that one intersection will be Pis- This 

latter approach is the one which the numerical solution will 

use to locate the Ball point.

The circle through the image poles P^_., p'^ and Pz 

is found by determining the intersection of pairs 

of the image poles. For image poles P^ and p' the 

perpendicular bisector goes through the midpoint of a line 

connecting the two image poles and has a slope which is the 

negative inverse of the slope for the line through P^
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and since it must be perpendicular to that line.

the perpendicular bisector must go through

Thus

x. . + x~ = _____ 11S
jk 2

_ y. ■ + y-T= --- iJlS
yjk 2

with a slope of

_ x.n - x- - ™ - ~|k 1-1 m., — -3k y - y. .jk 13

Likewise, for the image poles P^ and we get for

(2.4-1)

(2.4-2)

the

midpoint and slope
x. . + X,.— i~l_____ikx._ - _ik 2

— ^ij + ^ik
yik " 2

x - x, .— ik i~im._ - - 'ik y„ - y. .ik ■‘13

The intercepts for the above two cases are

b.. = y.. - m.. x._ 3k 3k 3k 3k

and

b-i = y-n - m.. x.n ik ik ik ik

(2.4-3)

(2.4-4)

(2.4-5)

(2.4-6)

Therefore the equations for the two perpendicular bisectors 

become

y = m..x + b._ (2.4-7)yK jk K 3k '
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and

y = m xT, + b..,IK ik K ik (2.4-8)

The simultaneous solution to equations (2.4-7) and

is the location of the center of a circle on which

(2.4-8)

the image

poles P( ., ij 3k ik all lie. Thus,

—• b -
XK " m - ik

(2.4-9)

m.nb -— ik ik ■A
yK " m -ik mJk

(2.4-10)

For the three image poles , PjZ/ Pi£ we get , by a

similar derivation

b -
. 3^

b 
i-LX —L m. - m. (2.4-11)

m b -— i-L 14 ”i?14 (2.4-12)yL - m.i-L - m.
3-t

where
. _ -13

yp.

- x, . 
:____ il
. - yij

(2.4-13)

b =
3-t mi^xj^

with

x. ,
X. .

= ■
+ X 
___
2

IZu 2
(2.4-14)
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and
x

m
(2.4-15)

y.

with

x.

(2.4-16)

y

Thus the radius squared for each circle is

(2.4-17)

(2.4-18)

The equations for definingthe two circles the Ball point

are

(2.4-19)

and

(2.4-20)

Upon expansion of these two equations and subtraction of

from (2.4-19) we getequation (2.4-20)

(2.4-21)

.2
K

,2
L

m. .x

L,S

2 (x ±J

rK

rL

b.
i-t

- y )2

y.. + y n
2

.2 _ v2L XK" XK)X + 2(yL " yK

X.. + X.. 
_1J_____ 11

2

:T)3 + (y

:K)3 +XX

(x., - xL)= + (y., - yL)=

4

X. . 
^2 
^ij

. - x )2 + (y. . - y )2

4

(y2 - y2) - (r2 - r2)
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which is the equation of the line defined by the intersections 

substituting into equation (2.4-19) yields a quadratic

equation in y with the following solution

(2.4-22)

where

(2.4-23)K

(2.4-24)
K2

solutions to equation (2.4-22) will be theOne of the Y

for the Ball point and the other will be thecoordinate y

coordinate

iscoordinate

(2.4-25)

2
yLx3

L

x K

y2

XL

of the two circles. Solving equation (2.4-21) for x and 

K!2 K,3

.2 _ r2
K L

x^ = K.y., + K-B 1 IB 8

for j• Using the appropriate solution, the x

x3
K _

2(XL " XK

K + " KiKg^3

YK + V1 " K1K®
yB 1 + iq2 -

x3 + y2 - r2 - 2x K. + Ks2K K K K 8 8
1 +
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2.5 Derivation of Equations Defining Qj-j, Tjj and Ujj

As previously mentioned. Q. . is the intersection of 
13

two lines passing through the opposite sides of the opposite

pole quadrilateral. Thus is the intersection of the

line through p' and p' with the line through P^ , and P7. ,. 
ik jk i-C 3-t

The equation of a line passing through the image poles P^ 

and P(^ must satisfy the following conditions

y' = nt x'. + b
-1 ik k ik k

and (2.5-1)

y' = m, x' + b_■'jk k jk k

Solving equations (2.5-1) for the slope and intercept yields

Yik - y 
x7 - x'.
ik i

(2.5-2)

x' y' - x' y' ir -jk iV ik
x' - x7
ik ik

(2.5-3)

b

In a similar manner for image poles P7. , and P7. . we get
1'V J

yi^ - yu
x' - x*

3.-1 n-t

x. ,y'. , - x y I'L 1>C 1-t
x'. , - x' 

i-L i-L

Therefore the equations which define are 

y9. = nt x?. + b (2.5-4)
k ij k

and Q Q
yT. = m,x7. + b, (2.5-5)ij L ij t
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of the two equations and solve

equation (2.5-4) or (2.5-5) to

these manipulations are the coordinates of Q...xy

(2.5-6)

mb
(2.5-7)m

ID
two circles having as their respective diameters the opposite

sides of an opposite image-pole quadrilateral.

intersections of the circle havingU. . are the diameter

The equation

(2.5-8)

center of the

radius determined from

(2.5-9a)

(2.5-9b)

(2.5-9c)

xK

.2
K

.2
K

xQ.
ID

yK

T. . and U. . are the intersections, if 
iD

they exist, of

Since 0^^ is the point which satisfies both equation (2.5-4) 

and equation (2.5-5) we need only equate the right hand sides

- XK)3 + (y - yk)2

2
x._ + ik

for X?., and then use either

circle and r is the K

P' P' with ik jk
of the circle with diameter P* is 

ik

where x^ and yR are the coordinates of the

yik + y-jk
2

Thus, T.. and 
ID

y )3 yiVik>3 + (y

Q compute y^ . The results of

bk-b
m, - m

the circle having diameter p'. P7.

4
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In a similar manner for the circle with diameter p'. .p' ,
14 j-C

we get

where

(x - x_)3 + (y - y_)3 = r3 (2.5-10)
JLi J-i

(2.5-lla)

(2.5-llb)

(2.5-llc).2
L

YL

XL
x., + x. l-V 1

2

yi* + y
2

3 + (yu " yu)S
4

After expanding equations (2.5-8) and (2.5-10) and subtracting 

equation (2.5-10) from (2.5-8), the result is the equation of 

a straight line passing through the intersections of the 

two circles.

2(x - x )x + 2(y - y )y = (x3 - x3) + 
Ll Jx J-i JS. J-i Jx

(2.5- 
(y8 _ y2) - (rS - 1-2)

Equation (2.5-12) may be solved for x (or y) and this result 

substituted into either equation (2.5-8) or (2.5-10) to obtain 

a quadratic equation in y (or x). The solutions to this 

quadratic equation are the y coordinates for Th and .

The test to check for the existence of these intersections 

requires the discriminant to be equal to or greater than 

zero. The quadratic equation derived in this manner is
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T,U 
y 
ij

y +x Cj - CiCg
Jx ix

1 + Cx2
Ly + x C, - C, C, 2 xs + y2 - r2 - 2x C9+ C,2 //JK K 1 1 3\ K K K 8 3

A/x 1 + cx2 / 1 + Cj2

(2.5-13)

where

(2.5-14)

Cs
- x2 + v2 - y2 + r2 - r2L -^K K L

2 (x J-l
(2.5-15)

Substitution of equation (2.5-13) into (2.5-12) yields the

x coordinate for T.. and U,.. 
13 U

T.U T.UXij = C1 Yij + C3 (2.5-16)

If all six pairs of circles intersected, then six T.. and six 
13

U.j points would result. However, since nothing guarantees

this to be so, there may be some values of T. . and U. . which 
13 13

do not exist. All that is required for this evaluation is 

to check the discriminant of equation (2.5-13). A negative 

value for the discriminant means that the circles do not

intersect thus T.. and U.. do not exist, and a positive value 
13 13

means that T., and U.. do exist.
13 13
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2.6 Derivation of Equations Defining and U*^

Since T*. and U*. are the intersections of two circles, 13 13
the approach is the same as used to determine T., and U... 

13 13
However, as can be seen from Figure 2.1-8, the image poles

p' and p' are not at the ends of the diameter of the circle ik 3k
and likewise for p' , and p' ,. Instead of ilf. . = rr as is the 

3-C 13
case for T.. and U,., it will be shown in Chapter 5 that | <13 13 wij

rr. In fact ik, . = 9. . - co. . where co. . = + tt so 
13 13 13 13 -

ik. . = 9. . + rr (2.6-1)
13 13

where -rr is used if 9^^ is positive and +tt, if 9^^ is negative, 

so -tt 5 5 TT* ^ij t^ie chan9e in angle of the

coupler relative to the base between the i and 3 positions.

These values may be computed from the four design positions.

Therefore the i|i^_. values are easily determined. Figure 2.6-1

illustrates the determination of T*. and U*. when ik. . is 
13 13 13

negative, while Figure 2.1-8 was for iji^^ being positive (i|r.

is assumed positive if clockwise). All that is needed

to determine T*. and U*. are13 13 the radius and xy coordinates

for each of the two circles. The square of the radius for 

the circle is

(r*)3 = K K
(x'3k

ylk,sxlk>3 +
4 sin3 i|i^_.) (2.6-2)
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Location of T*3 and U*3 for < 0°

Fig. 2.6-1
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and likewise for the other circle

(2.6-3)
L

The center of the circle is located at the intersection of the

lines passing through the two image poles and having opposite

is

(2.6-4)

line through the image polesslope of a

(2.6-5)

with -tt slope of the lineand -Hr if The0.0

through

(2.6-6)
13

The equation for the intercept of a line passing through a 

(2.6-7)

Likewise for the line through P

(2.6-8)

Applying equations (2.5-6)

b*
Kj

13
2

of the line through P<slopes. The slope

hj

and (2.5-7), the coordinates for

P' and

13

P' is

P;. and ik

the center of the circle on which p' and Pz.. lie are ik ik

where tancp is the K

m* = tan(cpK
3

given point is b = yx - mxj thus for the line through Pv^

b* = y., - m* x,.K. -^ik K. ik

u - xh,= +
4 sin3(^ )

y - m* x ..■'jk Kj jk

mK. = tan<t|,K " Plj
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m*

get

where

Now using equations (2.5-13) through (2.5-16) the xy

Similarly for the

b*K.

m*K.

ip* p* 
¥4/

m*K.
3

for T*. and U*. are
13 13

b*

m*K.

y*

XK

K.bK.
7____ 1
m*K.

3

m* b*K. K. 
__ 1__ 1

YK + XKC? " C*C2

1 + (Cf)2

y* + x*c* _ cfc* 2 (x*)3 + (y*)S _ (r*)3- 2xkC|+ (C*)2
. 1 + (Ct)2 J “ 1 + (Cf)2

wecircle using p'. . 
it,

and P'. , 
3^

b* - b*L. L.
X* = ———___ 1
L m* - m*L. L.

3 1

m* b* - m* b*L. L.3 1 L. L.1 3y£ - m* m*L . L.
3 1

m* = tan(cpT " 0. .)L.1 L 13

m* = tan (co + P. . )L.
3

L 13

b* = y.. - ;m* x .L. L. i£1 1

b* = y. . - 1m* x. ,L .
3 3^ L. 3<, 

3

(2.6-9)

(2.6-10)

(2.6-11)

(2.6-12)

(2.6-13)

(2.6-14)

(2.6-15)

(2.6-16) 

coordinates

(2.6-17)
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where

(2.6-18)

(2.6-19)

(x*)3 - (x*)8 + (y*)8 - (y*)8 + (r*)8- (r*)2 
Li JX Li JX 1X Li

2(X* - x») (2.6-20)
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2.7 Summary

The input data for the computer program are the xy 

coordinates of the four design positions, the initial value 

for u and the value of the incremental change in u. When 

the computations reach the region with three real solutions, 

the incremental change for u is reduced to better define that 

region. Then as the program enters again into a region with 

a single real ordinate, the increment is returned to the 

original value. The coordinates of the design positions are 

printed for both the original coordinate system and the 

final rotated system. The coefficients of the circle-point 

equation are listed for both the axes aligned with the first 

design position and the final axes. The values for 6. .

are tabulated along with the value for the asymptote.

Finally the image poles, , T^ , , T*_. and U*^, along

with the numerical solutions are tabulated for the final

rotated axes. The equations in matrix form for rotation of

all these points into the final system are 

sincecosa
(2.7-1)

since cosoe

where a is defined by equation (2.2-15).

Figure 2.7-1 is an example of a single branch curve with 

all of the special points as determined from the numerical
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Single branch circle-point curve with all special points

indicated

Fig. 2.7-1 
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solution, while Fig. 2 .7-2 is an example of a double branch 

curve. For a listing of the computer program and the output 

data see the Appendix.
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Double branch circle-point curve with all special 

points indicated.

Fig. 2.7-2



CHAPTER 3

SOLUTION TO THE ORDER PROBLEM

3.1 Introduction

As indicated in Chapter 1, the selection of solution 

linkages which pass through the design positions in a specified 

order when driven by a continuously rotating crank is known 

as the order problem. This problem along with the branch 

problem, which is discussed in the following chapter, has been 

a source of frustration for linkage designers for many years. 

Recently, Waldron [3-1, 3-2] has published a method of solving 

this problem which builds on earlier work by Modler [3-3].

For this solution [3-2] it is necessary that the circle

point curve be plotted and the image poles and Ball point 

marked on it. The six image poles divide the curve into six 

segments, on each of which the order is constant, since the 

two ends which go to infinity are regarded as a single seg

ment with the point at infinity lying on it. The term "sense" 

denotes the difference between forward and reverse sequence. 

That is, 1234 and 1432 have the same order but opposite 

sense. If the order and sense for any one point of the curve 

is known, the order and sense for all points on the curve may 

be determined. For a double branch curve, it is necessary 

to know the order and sense at one point on each branch.
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Starting at a point on the curve where the order and 

sense are known and following along the curve in either 

direction, the order is changed everytime an image pole is 

passed by interchanging the two positions corresponding to 

the subscripts of that image pole. When the Ball point is 

passed the order remains the same but the sense is reversed.

A convenient starting point for both order and sense is 

the point at infinity. The center-point corresponding to this 

circle-point is the Ball point of the center-point curve.

The crank defined by these two points does not rotate relative 

to the coupler making the angular displacements, cfh , of the 

crank relative to the base equal to the angular displacements, 

of the coupler relative to the base. If the angles 0^_. 

have not been explicitly stated in the design data they can 

be readily obtained from that data. When the design positions 

are given as four plotted positions of a line segment, the 

angles and the order and sense at the point at infinity 

can be obtained using the simple auxiliary diagram shown in 

Figure 3.1-1. For the example shown, the order when using 

a clockwise sense is 1234.

In the case of a single branch curve, simply follow 

along the curve from the point at infinity interchanging the 

positions corresponding to the subscripts of each image pole
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Order and sense of circle-point at infinity

Fig. 3.1-1
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as it is passed and reversing the entire sequence of positions 

when passing the Ball point. This gives both order and sense 

everywhere on the curve.

In the case of a two branch curve this procedure only 

works for the open branch. In order to get both order and 

sense on the closed branch it is necessary to plot the four 

successive positions of one point on that branch to determine 

the order at that point. This can then be used as a starting 

point to determine order every where on that branch.

The ambiguity in the direction of rotation of the crank 

is usually unimportant from a practical point of view. 

However, there are occasions when it is important, or even 

essential, to have a specified direction of crank rotation. 

An example occurs when a drag-link solution is sought. In 

that case both cranks must be capable of driving the linkage 

through the design positions in the specified order when they 

are continuously rotated, and the direction of rotation must 

be the same for both cranks. A simple method for resolving 

the ambiguity in rotation direction is given below.
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3.2 Method of Solution

The order problem for motion generation with three 

finitely separated positions will be examined first. Here 

the only question is whether the crank rotates clockwise or 

anti-clockwise in driving the linkage through the design 

positions in the prescribed order. The locus of circle

points which give cranks having infinite length is a circle; 

the circle on which the three image poles Pis, P13 and Pg3 

lie [3-4]. In crossing this circle the center of curvature 

passes to infinity and returns from infinity in the opposite 

direction. This results in a reversal of the direction of 

rotation. Indeed this is the only way the direction of 

crank rotation through the design positions can reverse. 

Therefore, the image pole circle divides the plane into 

two areas. Circle points chosen in each of these areas all 

give cranks which must rotate in the same direction to drive 

the linkage through the design positions in the prescribed 

order.

It remains to develop a means of determining the direction 

of rotation in one of these areas. This is done by considering 

the circle-points at infinity. The circle-points at infinity 

correspond to the center-points which lie on the pole circle. 

The physical form of a crank whose circle-point lies at 
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infinity and whose center-point lies on the pole circle is 

a turning block. Thus, there is no rotation between the 

coupler and crank, and the rotation of the crank relative to 

the base is identical to that of the coupler relative to 

the base. Therefore, circle-points everywhere outside the 

image pole circle give cranks whose direction of rotation 

through the design positions is the same as that of the 

coupler. Circle-points everywhere inside the image pole 

circle give cranks which rotate through the design positions 

of the linkage in the reverse direction to that of the coupler.

Turning now, to the four position problem, as was shown 

in Ref. [3-2], the sequence in which a crank drives the linkage 

through the design positions is easily determined by inspection 

of the subscripts of the image poles which bound the segment 

of circle-point curve on which its moving pivot lies.

However, the direction in which the linkage proceeds through 

that sequence is ambiguous. For example, if the circle point 

lies on a segment bounded by P13 and Pg 3,'then 3 must lie between 

1 and 2 in the sequence. Thus the order is 1324 or 1423*.

In order to determine which is the correct order, three image 

poles are selected whose subscripts form the pattern P^ , 

P^, ^hat is, only 3 different subscripts appear. The

image pole circle through those three image poles is drawn. 

Circle-points outside that circle give cranks which rotate

♦Remember that the order continuously repeats. That is 1324 = 
3241 = 2413 = 4132 = 1324. The convention of always starting 
with position 1 is adopted here.
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through positions ijk in the same direction the coupler 

rotates through those positions, while circle-points inside 

the circle give the opposite direction of rotation. This 

is sufficient to resolve the ambiguity as to the sense of 

rotation since the sense of rotation through any 3 positions 

determines the sense of rotation through all four. Note 

that this is a generalization of the method used in Ref. [3-2] 

of using the Ball point to resolve the ambiguity. That 

technique was only effective for single branch circle-point 

curves. The Ball point lies on the image pole circle. In 

fact, it is located either by finding the fourth intersection 

of an image pole circle with the circle-point curve or by 

finding the second intersection of two image pole circles. 

Thus no additional construction is needed for the present 

method. It is simply a matter of extracting more information 

from the same construction. The implementation of this tech

nique is demonstrated in the example below.
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3.3 Example of Order Mapping

A linkage is to be designed to move a lamina through 4 

design positions shown in Figure 3.3-1 by four positions 

A1B1, AsB8, A3B3, A4B4 of a line segment fixed in the lamina. 

It should pass through the design positions in the order 1234 

when driven by a crank rotating clockwise. Figure 3.3-1 also 

shows the image poles and circle-point curve derived from 

the design positions.

We start by choosing three image poles such that their 

subscripts have the pattern ij, ik, jk and draw the image 

pole circle on which they lie. Figure 3.3-2 shows the image 

pole circle for Pl3# Pgs • 'I^e fourth intersection of 

the circle with the circle-point curve locates the Ball 

point B. The order within the segment of the circle-point 

curve bounded by Pt2 and P13 must be such that position 1 

lies between positions 2 and 3, thus the order is either 

1243 or 1342. According to the method described here, the 

order outside the image pole circle will be 123 and within 

the circle it will be 132. Therefore since the segment lies 

within the circle, the order must be 1342. The remaining por

tions of the closed branch segment of the circle-point curve 

may now be identified by proceeding around the curve in 

either direction and reversing the order of the two positions
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Circle-point curve and image poles for four design 

positions

Fig. 3.3-1
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Determination of Ball point using image pole circle

and circle-point curve

Fig. 3.3-2
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which correspond to the subscripts of each of the image poles 

as they are encountered [3-2]. For the open branch segment

bounded by P33 and P34, we see that position 2 must be

between positions 3 and 4; thus the order is either 1324 or

1423. Since this segment lies outside the image pole circle, 

the order must be 1423. The order for the remaining seg

ments are determined exactly as for the closed branch segment. 

When the Ball point is passed, the sense is reversed.

Figure 3.3-3 shows the order for each segment of the circle

point curve.
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Order of rotation for each segment of circle-point curve

Fig. 3.3-3
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3.4 Summary

The solution of the order problem presented here 

significantly simplifies the solution of the order problem 

presented in Ref. [3-23. The order technique resolves the 

ambiguity as to the sense of crank rotation left by the 

subscript inspection method of Ref. [3-23. Unlike the trial 

point method suggested in that paper, the technique 

presented here requires no additional construction since, it 

is assumed, an image pole circle would have been drawn, in 

any case, to locate the Ball point.



CHAPTER 4

SOLUTION TO THE BRANCH PROBLEM

4.1 Introduction

The branch problem of Burmester's four-bar linkage 

synthesis method is the problem of selecting solution linkages 

which do not need to change assembly configuration in order 

to pass through the design positions.

The solution to the branch problem given in Ref. [4-1] 

requires a rather cumbersome technique for keeping track of 

the signs of the 6 angular displacements of the coupler 

relative to the driven crank as the linkage moves between the 

design positions.

There are regions of the circle-point curve on which the 

points give only spurious solutions if selected as driven 

crank pivots. On the remainder of the curve, spurious solu

tions can still result depending on the choice of driving 

crank. In order to locate those regions for which only 

solutions are possible Table 4-1 is used. Figure 4.1-1 shows 

the example used for Table 4-1. In the first part of Table 

4-1, the points 0, Q.., T.. and U.. which lie on the closed 
ij 13 13

branch of the curve are listed in the order in which they are 

passed in going around that branch in either direction starting 

from 0. Opposite 0 in the Table are entered the six pairs of
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Example for branch solution using table, method

Fig. 4,1-1
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subscripts of the angular displacements el8, 913, 914, 9a3, 

924 and 934 of the coupler. The order in which each pair of 

subscripts is written is that for which the corresponding 

angle is positive (counterclockwise). If 9^ is counterclock

wise, ii is entered and if 9.. is clockwise, then ji is entered.
13

The signs of the angular displacements at IB are read off 

the auxiliary diagram of Figure 4.1-1. Proceeding down the 

table as each point Q.., T.. or U.. is passed the number pair 
13 13 13

corresponding to its subscripts are reversed. The remaining 

number pairs are entered in the same order as on the 

preceding line. For example, when Q23 is passed the pair 32 

is reversed to 23. When is reached again the six number 

pairs will have returned to their starting order.

Each row of number pairs is now inspected for a number 

which is in the first position in all three of its appearances. 

If such a number is present, there will also be a number which 

appears in the second position in all three of its appearances. 

For the segment of the curve between Q34 and U13 the number 

pairs are 21, 31, 41, 32, 42, 34. It can be seen that 3 is 

in the first position whenever it appears and 1 is in the 

second position whenever it appears. When such a number 

pair is present it is entered in the right hand column of 

the table. The segments corresponding to rows on the table
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TABLE 4-1

Closed Branch

21 31 41 23 42 43 41
Qga 21 31 41 32 42 43 41
Q34 21 31 41 32 42 34 31
u13 21 13 41 32 42 34 11
u23 21 13 41 23 42 34
U34 21 13 41 23 42 43 43
Ql 3 21 31 41 23 42 43 41
IB

S

Open Branch

21 13 41 23 24 43 23
Q24 21 13 41 23 42 43 43
T34 21 13 41 23 42 34 —
t23 21 13 41 32 42 34 —
t13 21 31 41 32 42 34 31
Qi 2 12 31 41 32 42 34 32
Q14, 12 31 14 32 42 34 32
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in which there is no number pair in the right hand column 

are those which give only spurious solutions. These segments 

are shown dotted in Figure 4.1-1.

On the other branch of the curve, there is no point like 

IB for which the six number pairs can immediately be entered 

in correct order. In order to obtain a starting point, select 

the point S which is beyond all points on

that branch of the curve going toward infinity. Choose a pair 

of image poles with a common subscript such as P14P34 and 

draw a line through that image pole pair. Rotate the paper 

until S appears above the line and read the uncommon sub

scripts of the image poles from left to right as 13. This 

process is repeated until all six numbered pairs have been 

determined. The open branch portion of Table 4-1 shows the 

points j, T^j, and S in the order which they appear in 

following along the curve. Proceed in either direction from 

S changing the orders of the number pairs in the same manner 

as on the closed branch. The orders obtained when approaching 

infinity on the two limbs of the curve should be the reverse 

of one another. As for the closed branch segment, number pairs 

which appear in the first and second positions in all appearances 

are entered in the right hand column. Also, those segments 

for which no such pair is present are shown dotted.
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A much simpler technique is developed below which requires 

only inspection of the subscripts of points on the curve, 

somewhat after the style of the order solution of Ref. [4-2].
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4.2 The Branch Problem

When working on the order problem the rotational displace

ments of a crank relative to the base are studied. Conversely, 

in the case of the branch problem the rotational displacements 

of the coupler relative to a crank are studied. Clearly, if 

the linkage is inverted onto its coupler, the rotations of 

the original coupler relative to the crank become minus the 

rotations of the crank relative to the new base. Just as 

the image poles divide the circle-point curve into segments 

on each of which all circle-points give the same order of 

rotation of the crank relative to the base, the poles divide 

the center-point curve into segments on each of which all 

center-points give the same order of rotation of the coupler 

relative to the crank. Now, the circle-point corresponding 

to the pole P.. is the point Q.. which lies at the intersection ij ij
of the lines P' P' and p' p'. _. As was shown in Ref. [4-1], ik jk il j1
the points are important in mapping regions of the circle

point curve on which the range of rotation through the design 

positions of the coupler relative to the crank is less than 

180° . One can now go further and say that the points 

bound segments of the curve on which the order of rotation 

of the coupler relative to the crank is constant.

The points T.., U.. at the intersections of the circles 13 13
with diameters p' Pf and P' P7 ,  were shown in Ref. [4-1] 

ik jk il 31 
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to be circle-points for which the angular displacement 

of the coupler relative to the crank between positions i and 

j is 180°. If positions i and j are adjacent in the order 

of coupler rotation relative to the crank, as controlled by 

the Q^j's/ T£j or U£j marks the boundary between segments 

of the curve on which the range of rotation of the coupler 

relative to the crank is greater than, or less than, 180° 

(Figure 4.2-1). If i and j are not adjacent in the order of 

coupler rotation relative to the crank, or can only 

lie on a segment of the curve on which the range of coupler 

rotation relative to the crank is greater than 180° (Figure 4.2-2). 

Thus regions of the curve which give rotational ranges of 

the coupler relative to the crank less than 180° can be 

mapped as follows:

(i) Draw the circle-point curve and locate the points ,

T. . , U. ..
13 13
(ii) The sequence (see Section 3.2) of coupler rotation 

relative to the crank is determined on each segment by 

inspection of the subscripts of the points bounding it. 

If the bounding points are and then i lies between j 

and k in the sequence. Hence the sequence is iklj (or ijlk). 

It does not matter, for the present purpose, what the sense 

of the rotation is.
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Rocational ranges of the coupler relative to the

driven crank for order ijk£.

Fig. 4.2-1
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i|r. . > 180° 
ID

Rotational range of coupler relative to the driven

crank for order ikj^. with . = 180°

Fig. 4.2-2
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(iii) Inspect each point or . If its subscripts 

correspond to positions which are adjacent in the sequence 

on the segment on which it lies, then it marks a boundary 

between regions on which the angular range is greater than, 

or less than 180°. Next look for points T.. and U.. whose
ID ID

subscripts do not represent positions which are adjacent in 

the sequence. These must lie on segments for which the 

angular range is greater than 180°. By marking these segments 

as not permissible and alternately marking permissible and 

non-permissible segments between those points and 

distinguished as marking segment boundaries, it is now pos

sible to map all permissible segments; that is , those which 

give angular ranges less than 180°.

(iv) On each segment distinguished as giving an angular 

range less than 180°, the design positions which give the 

extreme positions can be distinguished as follows:

Start from one end of the segment. Initially the extremal 

design positions are those corresponding to the subscripts 

of the point or U^_. marking the segment boundary. 

Following along the segment, every time a point Q„ is 

encountered with one of its subscripts corresponding to one 

of the extremal positions, this position is exchanged with 

the position denoted by the other subscript of the point Q..
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to obtain a new pair of extremal positions (i.e. if the 

extremal positions are 12 and Q1S is encountered the extremal 

positions become 23). At the other end of the segment, the 

current extremal positions should correspond to the subscripts 

of the point or U.^ bounding the segment on that end.

Note that no or points can appear inside a segment

on which the angular range is less than 180°. Also note 

that encountering a Q^_. where neither i nor j is extremal 

does not affect this process. Such points represent a change 

in sequence of positions internal to the sequence only, and 

are of no interest in this application, since our concern 

is only with knowledge of the extremal positions as needed 

for the Filemon construction.

The above information is sufficient to permit selection 

of a suitable driven crank and to proceed to Filemon's 

construction [4-1,4-3] to obtain a suitable driving crank 

to ensure a solution free of branch change, provided it is of 

crank-rocker or drag-link type, and provided that it is driven 

by the designated driving crank.
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4.3 Example of Branch Mapping

Figure 4.3-1 shows the circle-point curve used in the 

order problem example (section 3.3) along with the corresponding

Q. T. U. . points and the Ball point IB.
13 13 13

On the closed branch segment all the points lie on

the segment bounded by Qj 3 and Qi 4, thus the sequence is 

either 1234 or 1432. The subscripts for which represent 

boundaries between regions on which the angular range is

greater than or less than 180° would be 12, 23, 34 and 14.

The subscripts of U.. points which lie on segments for which

the angular range is greater than 180° would be 13 and 24.

From Figure 4.3-1 the U.. points are U18 U13 and U44, thus

the segment of the circle-point curve on which U19 lies has an 

angular range greater than 180°, and U18 and U14 mark the 

limits of this segment.

The design positions which are the extreme positions for 

each segment are found by starting at U14 and working clock

wise to Ui s or starting at UJ s and working counterclockwise 

to U14. Starting at Uj3 the limits are 1 and 2 until Qj4 

is passed and then the limits are 4 and 2. When Qj3 is 

passed the limits become 4 and 1. Note that no change occurs 

at Q13 since neither position 1 nor position 3 is extremal 

on this portion of the curve .
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Circle-point curve with Q.
13

T. . and U. . points
13 13

used for branch mapping

Fig. 473-1
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For the open branch segment of the circle-point curve 

all of the points lie between Q34 and Q83, thus the 

sequence would again be either 1234 or 1432. Using the same 

procedure as for the closed branch segment it is found that 

the only region of the open branch segment for which the 

angular range is greater than 180° is that segment on which 

t18' ti3 an<^ Ti4 lie- Starting with T14 the extreme 

positions are 1 and 4 until Q34 is passed and then they 

become 1 and 3. On the other portion of the open branch 

segment the extreme positions are 1 and 2 until Qg3 is 

passed and then they become 1 and 3. Figure 4.3-2 shows the 

circle-point curve with the extreme positions for each segment. 

The regions where the angular range is less than 180° are 

indicated by the solid lines.
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Regions of circle-point curve for < 180° (solid 

lines) and extreme positions

Fig. 4.3-2
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4.4 Summary

A technique has been presented which significantly 

simplifies the solution of the branch problem presented in 

reference [4-1] making the solution a "by inspection" method. 

The branch mapping technique eliminates the need for a,table, 

as required in Ref. [4-1], giving signs of the six angles 

representing the angular displacement of the coupler relative 

to the driven crank between design positions i and j, on each 

segment of the curve. It permits location of permissible 

regions of the curve for the driven crank circle-points by 

inspection of the subscripts, first of the points Q and 

then of the points . The location of the points ,

T,. and U,. and the use of the Filemon construction to 
13 13

complete the solution remains as described in Ref. [4-1].



CHAPTER 5

INVERSION OF ORDER AND BRANCH SOLUTIONS

5.1 Introduction

In Section 4.2 the linkage was inverted so the coupler 

became the base . it was found that the points bound 

segments of the circle point curve on which the order of 

rotation of the coupler relative to the crank is constant. 

At that time there was no concern for the sense of the 

rotation as the objective was to determine the segments in 

which was less than 180° . In this chapter the inverted 

order solution will be completed in order to improve the 

selection for driven crank moving pivots when designing a 

crank-rocker mechanism.

If the branch solution is performed for the inverted 

linkage, then segments of the circle-point curve for which 

the rotation of the crank relative to the base, cp. . (since 
ij 

the coupler of the inverted linkage is the base for the 

original linkage), is less than 180°. Thus by combining 

this new inverted branch solution with the improved branch 

solution of chapter 4 we are able to further resolve the 

regions of the circle-point curve from which it is possible 

to design crank-rockers. In this case the inverted order 

solution is used in conjunction with the branch solutions.
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5.2 Inverted Order Solution

When the linkage is inverted so the coupler becomes the 

base, the order problem is solved as described in Section 3.2 

except that the center-point curve must be used rather than 

the circle-point curve. Thus, a pole circle is constructed 

on the center-point curve with the rotation outside that 

circle being ijk if poles P, ., P., and P., are used. To 13 jk ik
avoid the necessity of constructing the center-point curve and 

pole circle, as well as the circle-point curve and image 

pole circle, it is necessary to determine which areas of the 

circle-point plane correspond to regions within the pole 

circle, and likewise which areas correspond to regions outside 

the pole circle.

Figure 5.2-1 shows an image pole circle for Pr. P,1 and P7 
i j J

with the image pole triangle inscribed. Since only three of 

the four positions are used for both the image pole and 

pole circles, the circle-points on the image pole circle 

have center points at infinity. Conversely, the center

points on the pole circle have corresponding circle

points at infinity. In other words, the pole circle maps 

into a circle at infinity on the circle-point plane.

If we take one of the image poles and locate all three 

of its positions in the fixed frame, two positions are the
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Image pole for P7, ,, p' and P7., with inscribed
13 3k 3k
image pole triangle

Fig. 5.2-1 
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same. Thus there are only two distinct positions through 

which the crank must pass. Therefore, the fixed pivot of the 

crank may be any point along the perpendicular bisector of 

these two positions. Figure 5.2-2 shows image pole Pg3 in 

all three positions (in this case positions 2 and 3 are the 

same point, namely Psa). The perpendicular bisector of the 

two points is a line passing through the poles P1S and P13 

since by definition the image pole Pg3 is the image of the 

pole PS3 with respect to a line through poles P13 and P13. 

Thus the locus of fixed pivots for the moving pivot P33 is 

any point along the line through poles P18 and Plg. In 

other words, the image pole Pg3 maps into the line passing 

through poles Pls and P13 in the fixed lamina (center-point 

plane). Using this procedure the image poles Pjs and P^g 

map into the lines P13P83 and PlsPaa respectively in the 

center point plane. Figure 5.2-3 shows the results of this 

mapping process.

Now it is necessary to determine which regions of the 

circle-point plane correspond to regions inside and outside 

of the pole circle. From Figure 5.2-3(a) the area within 

the pole circle is made up of areas A, B, C, and D. Note 

that the area within the pole triangle. A, is bounded by 

the line P13P13 which maps into the point P33, the line
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Loci of fixed pivots if Pg3 is chosen moving pivot

Fig. 5.2-2
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Regions of center-point plane inside and outside of

pole circle

Fig. 5.2-3(a)
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Regions of circle-point plane inside and outside of

image pole circle

Fig. 5.2-3(b)
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Pi3P8s which maps into p(3 and the line P13Ps3 which maps 

into P{3. Also the diagram has the three poles at the corners 

of the area which map into the three lines P^gPsg, PjaPgs and 

PisPia* Thus the area within the pole triangle maps into 

the area within the image pole triangle and is designated A7 

in Figure 5.2-3(b). Area C is bounded by the pole circle 

which maps into a circle at infinity and the line Pj SPS3 

which maps into the image pole P^3. The corners are poles 

P18 and P33 which map into lines P^sPgs and P^sp{3. This 

area is designated by C7 in Figure 5.2-3(b). The remaining 

areas are found by the same method and are indicated in 

Figures 5.2-3 (a) and 5.2-3(b), with the prime given to each 

corresponding area of the circle-point plane. Remember that 

the areas within the pole circle must give rotation of coupler 

relative to crank opposite to the sequence ijk or, in this 

case, 132. Thus the areas A7, B7, C7 and D7 will have 

sequence 132, while all the remaining areas will give sequence 

123. The points are the bounds for the regions of 

constant order.

Using the example in chapter 3, the order and sequence 

for each segment of the circle-point curve may be determined 

by merely using the existing data in the manner just outlined. 

The region between Q13 and Q13 must have position 1 
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located between positions 2 and 3. Thus the order is either 

1342 or 1243. Since this is one of the areas outside the 

pole circle, the order of positions 1, 2 and 3 has to be 123. 

Therefore the proper sequence is 1243. Now the remaining 

sequences on the closed loop branch may be determined by 

merely reversing the sequence of those positions which 

correspond to the subscripts of the Q„ encountered as one 

proceeds along the curve. For the open branch segment note 

that the region between Qss and Qs4 lies in an area which 

corresponds to an area inside the pole circle so the sequence 

will be 132. Thus the sequence is 1324. The remaining 

segments are determined by the same method as for the closed 

loop branch except that the order is reversed at infinity 

rather than the Ball point as was the use in Chapter 3. 

Figure 5.2-4 shows the results of applying this method to 

the same example used in Section 3.3.

Comparison of Figures 3.3-3 and 5.2-4 shows that the 

segment of the circle-point curve bounded by Q34 and the 

Ball point is the only segment with the same order of rotation 

about both the fixed and moving pivots (1234 for this 

example). Also there are two segments for which the rotations 

about the fixed and moving pivots are opposed. One of these 

is the segment bounded by Qjs and P14, for which the rotation 

of the crank relative to the base is 1234 and the rotation 

of the coupler relative to the crank is 1432. The other
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Order of rotation for each segment of circle-point curve 

using inverted order solution 

Fig. 5.2-4
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segment is bounded by the Ball point and p'3 with the rotation 

of the crank relative to the base being 1432 and that of the 

coupler relative to the crank 1234. For a drag-link, the 

order of rotation of both cranks relative to the base must 

be the same, but the rotation of the coupler relative to each 

crank will vary. Thus the inversion of the order solution 

provides no new information relevant to the design of a 

drag-link mechanism. However, for the crank-rocker the 

rotation of the coupler relative to the driving crank must 

be opposite to the rotation of the driving crank relative to 

the base. Therefore for the crank-rocker the moving pivot 

of the driving crank must be chosen from one of the segments 

of the circle-point curve for which the orders of rotation 

about the two pivots are opposed. For the example given here, 

the only choices for the sequence of the driven crank rotation 

relative to the base are 1234 along segment Qlg to P14 and 

1432 along segment Pg3 to IB. The inversion of the order 

solution has improved the design of the driving crank for a 

crank-rocker mechanism, since driving crank circle-points 

chosen anywhere else on the curve cannot possibly give 

crank-rocker solutions.
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S. 3 Inverted Branch Solution

As indicated in Section 4.2, the points T.U., are ij ij 
the points on the circle-point curve for which the angular 

displacement of the coupler relative to the crank between 

positions i and j is 180°. It was also shown that the points

T, ,, U.. either bound the segments of the curve for which ij xj
£j is less than, or greater than 180°, or lie on segments 

for which 1(1^^ is greater than 180°. Therefore, if the branch 

solution is inverted, the circle-point curve will be divided 

into segments for which the rotation of the base (coupler 

of the inverted linkage) relative to the crank, will be less 

than, or greater than 180°. Combining the information from 

both the branch and inverted branch solutions gives an improve

ment in the design of crank-rockers over that provided by 

the branch solution as given in Chapter 4.

When the mechanism is inverted the angular displacement 

of the coupler relative to the crank between positions i and 

j is the angular displacement of the crank relative to the 

original base which is cp^. Since this angular displacement 

is 180°, the solutions to the circle-point curve for which 

cp. . = 180° need to be determined.

From Figure 2.1-6 which defines the angles 6, ep and 
th the relationship of these angles for the i position is
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9^ = cp^ + - tt (5.3-1)

and likewise for the position

9. = CP. + . - IT (5.3-2)
3 3 3

The angular displacement for each of these angles between 

positions i and j an<^ ^jj) t^ie difference
between the value and the i^ value. Thus subtracting 

equation (5.3-1) from equation (5.3-2) yields

9. . = cp. , + ib. . (5.3
13 ij Ti3

Since 9.. is the angular displacement of the coupler relative 

to the base between positions i and j, the values for 9^

may be determined from the four design positions. With cp„ =

180° the values for may now be determined from

tlr. . = 9 . . + n (5.3
13 13

The negative is used if 9^^ is positive and the positive for 

negative 9^ such that -tt < s tt .

The circle-point curve is constructed graphically by

using the two adjacent image pole pairs of an opposite image 

pole quadrilateral as chords of circles whose radii have the 

same ratio as that of the length of the lines joining the 

adjacent image poles [5-1]. This is illustrated in Figure 

5.3-1 for the opposite image pole quadrilateral sP23p34pi4•

The angle PiSC8Pg3 is equal to the angle P^C*?^ since the 

two triangles formed by these same points are similar
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Graphical construction of circle-point curve using opposite 

image pole quadrilateral Pj sPgaPg4p^ 4.

Fig. 5.3-1 
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triangles. From Ref. [5-2] we get the following

2SJ?'14aP'4 = 4Pi4bP;4 = ^P/^Psa = 4P'X gbPgs = (5.3-5)

However, from Euclidean plane geometry we know that the angle 

formed by using the chord of a circle with the circle center 

as the apex of that angle is twice the value of an angle 

using the same chord but with the apex any point on the circle. 

Thus

*PUc4Pj4 = ^P'igCgPgg = i|r13 (5.3-6)

When is determined from equation (5.3-4) the two inter

sections (if they exist) are labelled T*. and U*.. Note that ij ij
when Jf. . = 180° we get the points T. . ,U. , since the chords 

17 13 13
joining the adjacent image poles then become the diameters 

of the circles. Thus all T*. and U*. points which exist 
ij 13

may be located, up to a maximum of six pairs if all six 

pairs of circles intersect.

In the case of the T.. and U,. points we looked for the 
13 13

Q„ points which bounded them and used their subscripts to 

determine the T^ and LL points which formed the boundary 

between segments for which was greater than 180° and 

segments for which was less than 180°. Section 4.2 

indicated that the segments of constant rotation order, for 

the crank relative to the base or, in other words, the 

inverted linkage, are bounded by the image poles P^. The 

procedure used in Section 4.2 to determine those segments
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of the circle-point curve where is less than 180° is used 

here to determine the segments where cp„ is less than 

180° for the inverted linkage.

Figure 5.3-2 shows all and points which exist.

For the closed branch portion of the curve all points 

are bounded by P'3 and 4 with order of either 1324 or 1423. 

Thus the subscripts for which represent boundaries 

between regions on which the angular range is greater than 

or less than 180° would be 13, 23, 24 and 14. The subscripts 

of U*_. which lie on segments for which the angular range is greater 

than 180° would be 12 and 34. Thus the segment of the circle

point curve on which Ufs lies has an angular range greater 

than 180° and Uf3 and Uf4 mark the limits of this segment.

For the open branch segment all T*^ points lie between 

Pgg and Pg4» thus the sequence is either 1234 or 1432. The 

subscripts for T*\ where the range is greater than or less 

than 180° are 12, 23, 34 and 14, and for the range greater 

than 180° the subscripts are 13 and 24. Therefore the 

segment of the curve on which Tfs lies has an angular

range greater than 180° and Tfs and Tf4 are the limits

of this segment. The regions for which the angular displace

ments of the crank relative to the base are less than 180° 

are indicated on Figure 5.3-3 by the solid lines.
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Circle-point curve with P'., T.and U.. points 
ij ij 13

used for inverted branch mapping

Fig. 5.3-2
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Regions of circle-point curve for cp, . < 180°

(solid lines)

Fig. 5.3-3
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When designing a crank-rocker mechanism the rotation 

of the driven crank (rocker) relative to the base must be 

less than 180°. While the rotation of the driven crank 

relative to the coupler must also be less than 180° in order 

to satisfy the branch condition. Thus the driven crank 

moving pivot must be chosen from the segment of the circle

point curve which is solid on both Figures 4.3-2 and 5.3-3. 

Figure 5.3-4 shows the segments of the circle-point curve, 

which are satisfied by both these conditions, as the solid 

segments of the curve.
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Regions of circle-point curve satisfying both

t. . < 180° and cp. . < 180° (solid lines)
13 13

Fig. 5.3-4



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Introduction

The techniques developed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 provide 

a valuable aid to the designer of four-bar linkages. In 

Chapter 1 it was shown that the range of the angle between 

the coupler and the driven crank must be less than 180° to 

prevent the mechanism from getting into the branch transition 

position. Strictly speaking, this only applies to linkages 

in which the driving crank is able to make a full rotation 

relative to the base. Hence, these techniques apply to only 

the drag-link and crank-rocker type of mechanisms. However, 

in most applications of the four-bar linkage it is desirable, 

if not required, that the input crank be connected to a 

continuously rotating device such as a motor. Therefore these 

techniques will be used to first design a drag-link mechanism; 

and then, a crank-rocker. Also the direction and order of 

rotation for the driving crank will be specified for both 

linkages.
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6.2 Solution of Drag-Link Mechanism

As indicated in Chapter 5, the inverted order and 

branch solutions provide no new information for designing a 

drag-link over that presented in Chapters 3 and 4. A drag

link mechanism is to be designed to move a lamina through 

four design positions in the order 1234 when driven by a 

clockwise rotating crank. Thus both cranks must rotate 

completely in the clockwise direction with order 1234. From 

Figure 4.3-2 both moving pivots must be chosen from those 

regions indicated by the solid line and which have order of 

1234 as indicated in Figure 3.3-3. The regions which satisfy 

these conditions are indicated by the solid lines in 

Figure 6.2-1. Point Xj is chosen as the driven crank circle

point on the segment QigPia with extreme positions of the 

rotational range being 2 and 4. Figure 6.2-2 shows the loca

tion of the corresponding center-point X* and the Filemon 

lines for the extreme positions 2 and 4 [6-1, 6-2]. Point Yj 

is chosen as driving crank circle-point on the segment QigU14 

mapped in Figure 3.3-3 as giving order 1234 and lying outside 

the region excluded by the Filemon construction. Figure 

6.2-3 shows the solution linkage. A check on Grashof's 

rules [6-3] indicates that the inequality is satisfied. Thus 

the mechanism is a drag-link, as desired, since the base is 

the shortest link. Also, Figure 6.2-3 indicates that the 

clockwise order is 1234, as required.
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Regions of circle-point curve for ilf. . < 180° and
■LJ

order 1234 (solid lines), and extreme positions

for those segments

Fig. 6.2-1
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Filemon construction for driven-crank X$X* with Y}

as circle-point for driving crank

Fig. 6.2-2
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Solution linkage with clockwise order 1234.

Fig. 6.2-3
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6.3 Solution of Crank-Rocker Mechanism

If the previous example is used, to design a crank-rocker 

mechanism, one finds that there are no solutions. All solutions

either have a Grashof problem, or the driving crank is longer 

than the driven crank resulting in a double-rocker mechanism. 

Thus another example will be used to demonstrate the design 

of a crank-rocker mechanism. For this example the mechanism is 

to move a lamina through four design positions in a clockwise 

order of 1342. Figure 6.3-1 shows the design positions, the 

image poles, image pole circle (for ijk being 134)

and. the order of rotation within each segment. Figure 6.3-2 

indicates the results of the inverted order problem. Those 

regions marked by (143) are the mapping of the regions inside 

the pole circle for poles Pj3, P14 and P34. Since the order 

must be 1342, then it must be 1243 on Figure 6.3-2. The 

region which satisfies these conditions is bounded by Q34 

and Q13. Thus the driving crank circle-point must be chosen 

from within this region. Figure 6.3-3 shows the results of 

the order solution with 1)/^^ < 180° along the solid lines.

Likewise, Figure 6.3-4 indicates by the solid, lines those

regions on which cp. . < 180° for the inverted branch solution.

As indicated in Section 5.3 the driven crank rotation relative 

to both the base and the coupler must be less than 1806. The 

segments of the circle-point curve which satisfy these
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Example for crank-rocker linkage showing design positions,

P* ,'s, Q.,’s, image pole circle and order or rotation 
13

Fig. 6.3-1
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Regions of circle-point curve for < 180°

, (solid lines) and extreme positions

Fig. 6.3-3
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Regions of circle-point curve for cp. . < 180° (solid lines)

Fig. 6.3-4
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conditions are indicated in Figure 6.3-5 by the solid line.

Point Vj is chosen as the driven crank circle-point on segment 

Ql3U^4 with extreme positions being 3 and 4. Figure 6.3-6 

shows the corresponding center-point V* and the extreme position 

lines. The driving crank circle-point is chosen from that 

portion of the segment bounded by Q34 and Q13 which lies 

outside the region excluded by the Filemon construction.

Figure 6.3 7 shows the solution linkage after W* is found. 

Since Grashof's inequality is satisfied, the mechanism is a 

crank-rocker, as desired, with clockwise order of 1342.
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Regions of circle-point curve satisfying both < 180 

and co. . < 180° (solid lines) 
3-3

Fig. 6.3-5
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*
Filemon construction for driven crank V$V with Wt being

the driving crank circle-point

Fig. 6.3-6
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Solution linkage with clockwise order 1342

Fig. 6.3-7
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6.4 Statement of Contributions

Because the contribution of this dissertation are inter

mingled with existing ideas and methods, this section has been 

added to state the contributions made by this study. The 

contributions will be stated in the order in which they are 

presented within the text.

The first contribution is in Chapter 2 regarding the 

solution to the circle-point curve. Although no new method 

of solution is presented, an exact generation of the circle

point curve as developed in this dissertation has not been 

previously published. Instead, most designers have used an 

approximate solution by means of Newton-Raphson method.

The second contribution comes in Chapter 3 where a new 

method is presented which makes possible the determination of 

the order on all segments of the circle-point curve for a given 

sense of rotation. This method is good for both single and 

double branch circle-point curves. This eliminates the need 

to plot the four positions of any point on the closed branch 

segment in order to determine the order for all segments of 

the closed branch segment as required by earlier methods. 

The data required for this new method is the same as was 

needed for the previous method, namely, j, an<^ 

Construction of the image pole circle is the only new require

ment in this method.
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The third contribution is found in Chapter 4 where a 

new method is presented for solving the branch problem. 

This method again makes use of the same data required by 

the previous branch solution, P'., Q.., T.U,.. An 13 ij ij ij 
inspection of the subscripts of points on the curve replaces 

the cumbersome technique of tabulating the 6 angular 

displacements of the coupler relative to the driven 

crank as the linkage moves between design positions.

The new methods presented in Chapters 3 and 4 make 

possible the next two contributions which are found in 

Chapter 5. Upon invertion of the mechanism the new order and 

branch solutions may be applied to further improve the 

design of crank-rocker mechanisms as presented in Sections 

5.2 and 5.3.

Therefore the design of drag-link mechanisms is 

simplified by use of the new order and branch solutions 

while the design of crank-rockers is not only simplified 

but improved by means of the inverted order and inverted 

branch solutions.



APPENDIX A
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NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

A.1 Input Data

The only input data required for this program are the 

coordinates of each end of the line segment representing the 

rigid body in all four design positions. The data does not 

have to be presented such that the first design position of 

end A is at the origin of the coordinate system. The necessary 

transformation and rotation of the given axes is performed 

within the program to accomplish this. In addition to the 

four design positions, it is necessary to input the starting 

value of the abscissa for the rotated axes, u, and the incre

mental change, Au, in this value. The starting value of u 

must be negative with the increment being positive. The 

following page shows the input cards for this program.
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Input Data for Double Branch Curve 
initial

u Au
-10.0 1.0

I I
I
37.7 (B4) 27.3

i: r

13.0 ' (a4) ""32.0
C E

23.5 .:(B3J- 36.5
i: C

’ -1.0' (A3)
r

L

" "12:3 ■■ (B2)
11

-8.7 (A2*) "
k

li
' ‘ 0.0 (Bl)

0.0 (Al)
I 
x

0 a 0 Q [ 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 u 3 0 0 ll 0 [ 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 6 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10 11 12 13 H i5 18 17 13 IS 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 23 38 31 32 33 34 35 38 37 38 33 40 414? 43 44 45 46 47 <8 48 50 51 SkC3 54 55 55 SI S3 53S0 SI G2 S3 S4 65 86 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 )7 78 79 80 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222  

3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 [|3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 • 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444  

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 G 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

65666G6S66666SG66uGS66666G66666GG566c6DuS66o5G66G6666t)ul}S66b66u6666G66G66u66666G 

77777777777777?77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 

8 8 8 8 8 L 8 8 8 8 3 8 S 8 3 3 8 3 8 8 8 8 L 8 3 8 8 8 6 3 3 8 8 8 S 3 5 3 2 3 3 3 3 8 8 8 8 3 3 3 8 a 8 8 3 3 3 3 3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 3 S 8 8 3 3 8 8 

SS89'!398383899i9 3 -) 9 3 9 S 9 9 3 9999939999988 3 9 9 3 3 5SS S 8S59SSSS5839S9898999988SS3 5 S 9 9 9 9 
i 2 3 4 it j 7 ? to n 1213 *4 '6 :■ 20:: ;?2.« vc 2123.c n 22 -2 24 2;2; t. _j 4344 s e: l. :.:■. • a;j otiuc.cs Li*.: ::c? ti ,j 73 .* :j ti 78 n ?o

31.2 
[

35.0 
n

" 21.5 
[r

25.0 
[

0.0 ‘ 
L
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Input Data for Single Branch Curve
initial 

u Au
-i 0. 0 0.5

[ 1
1
13.400 (B4) -1.898

r [2

5.800 (A4) 0.600
[ [

4.100 (B3) -1.356
n r;

L
2.800 (A3) 1

■■
.d ro

 
cn

k
• M - » i I - 
y.ouu "*(627 0.784

[i Fi

0. tiOu (A2) —2.000
L L

C
11.000 (Bl) 0.000

c G
3. 000 (Al) 0. 000

L k
X y

1 1 3 4 5 6 7 « 3 1» U 12 13 H 15 IS 17 « 13 20 21 22 27 21 ZS 28 27 21 23 30 31 32 33 34 35 35 37 31 3T4O 41 42 4344 45 45 47 43 4350 51 57 53 54 55 5S 57 S 3 53S0 SI S2 S3 54 65 S6 S7 SI S3 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 73 73 SS
11111111111111111111111m11m1111111111ii111111m11111111111111111111 m 11111

22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

3333LL3333333333333333L333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444O

55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555

666S66S6S6SB6666666666S66S6B66686S666S666656666666566666666666666666568666666665 

77777777777777777777777777777777777777777?77777777771 * * * * * * 8?77777777777777777777777777

8 8 8 8 8 [ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 [ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 S 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

98999999899939993889989899999999992999938999999398393339899999898999993999399999 
] 2 ; 1 « e ■» 0 •> «o n 12 n 14 is m 17 1R IS ;o 21 27?3 74 ?5?S 71 28 79 30 31 32 33 3* 36 37 28 39-0 41 4? 43 44 45 46 47 48 43 50 51 57 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 81 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 >2 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
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A.2 Algorithm for Determination of Circle-Point Curve and 

Special Points on That Curve

The following pages present the computer program which 

translates and rotates the input data to generate the circle

point curve and all the special points on that curve as 

described in Chapter 2 used in the various methods presented 

in this dissertation.



1 2
U S 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 16 1 7 1 8 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52

PAGELABEL17.42242791 01 01-14-78
C C C C C THIS PROGRAM FINOS THE SOLUTIONS TO. THE CIRCLE-POINT C EQUATION, (AX*BY> (X **2tY* *2>FC(X*Y>*0<X * *2)*ECY* * 2)C +FX+GY+H=O, FOR 4 DESIGN POSITIONS. THE AXES AREC ALIGNED WITH THE FIRST DESIGN POSITION ANU THEN THEY ARE C ROTATED SO THE ASYMPTOTE IS PARALLEL TO THE ABCISSA.C IN ADDITION TO THE CURVE THE PROGRAM COMPUTES THE LOCATIONC OF THE IMAGE POLES P ' ( I J),Q ( I J) ,T( I J>.U(I J),C TSTAR(I J). AND U S T A R ( I J ) .C C C DIMENSION A(20,20)(20,20) DIMENSION THETA(5),THETAD(5) DIMENSION THE TAI (4,4),THETA1D(4,4) DIMENSION PP(4,4),QQ<4,4) DIMENSION AP(4),AQ(4),BP(4),B0(4) DIMENSION PIMGX(4,4),P1MGY(4,4) DIMENSION SL0PEK(4,4),SL0PEL(4,4) DI MENS I ON 0INCPK(4,4),QINCPL(4,4) DIMENSION QX(4,4),QY(4,4) DIMENSION MTEST(4,4),NTEST(4,4) DIMENSION TX(4,4) ,TY(4,4),UX(4,4),UY(4,4) DIMENSION TSTRX(4,4),TSTRY(4,4),USTRX(4,4),USTRY(4,4) DIMENSION A1(4),B1(4),C1(4),D1(4),E1(4> DIMENSION AMATX(3,3),BMATX(3,3) DIMENSION C1MATX(3,3),C2MATX(3,3),C 3MAT X(3,3),C4MATX(3,3) DIMENSION D1MATX(3,3),D2MATX(3,3),D3MATX(3,3) DIMENSION E1MATX(3,3),E2MATX(3,3),E3MATX(3,3) DI MENS I ON F1MATX(3,3),F2MATX(3,3),F3MATX(3,3) DIMENSION G1MATX(3,3),G2MATX(3,3),G3MATX(3,3),H1MATX(3,3) DIMENSION AU(4),BU(4),AV(4),BV(4) DIMENSION PIMGU(4,4),PIMGV(4,4) DIMENSION Qll( 4,4 ) ,QV(4,4 ) DIMENSION TU(4,4 >,TV(4,4),UU(4,4),UV(4,4) DIMENSION TSTRU(4,4),TSTRV(4,4),USTRU(4,4),USTRV(4,4) DIMENSION U1(250),V1(250) DIMENSION U11(250),U12(250),U13(250) DIMENSION VII(250),V12(250),V13(250) DIMENSION U2(250),V2(250) 7 CONTINUEPI=3.141592654 C C READ IN DESIGN POSITIONS (A'S AND B‘S) C DO 10 1=1,4 READ(5,100,END=600)(A(I,J),J=1,2) READ(5,100)(B(I,J),J=1,2) 100 F0RMAT(2F20.3)

I

W

,1



42791 01 01-14-78 17.422 LABEL PAGE 2

/OF THE Al

57 10 CONTINUE54 C55 C CHECK A‘S ANO B'S56 C57 WR I TE(6z1000)58 1000 FORMAT!///zAOX,1 DESIGN POSITIONS (X,Y) 'z/>59 UR ITE(6z1005)60 1005 FORMAT(SOX,'X'z9Xz'Y',/)61 DO 201=1,462 WRITE(6,1010)1,(A(I,J>,J=1,2)63 WRITE(6,1O2O)I,(B(I,J),J=1,2)64 1010 FORMAT (40X,'A',11,'= ',2F10.4)65 1020 FORMAT (40Xz,B,,I1,,= ,,2F10.4)66 20 CONTINUE67 AX1=A(1,1)68 AY1=A(1,2)60 BX1=B(1,1)70 BY1=B(1,2)71 C72 C CALCULATING THETA(I) THROUGH THETA(4)73 C74 DO 30 1=1,475 DELY=B( I,2)-A(I,2)76 DE LX = B( I ,1)-A(I,1)77 IF(DELX)801,802,80178 802 THETA(1)=1.57079632779 GO TO 880 801 THETACI)=ATAN((DELY)/(DELX) )81 8 CONTINUE82 30 CONTINUE83 THETAD(1)=((THETA(1))»180.)/PI84 URITE(6,1040) THETAD(I)85 1040 FORMAT (/,40X,'THETA(1)= •,F10.4,//)86 C87 C CALCULATING THETA(IJ)88 C89 DO 35 1=1,390 JK=I+191 DO 36 J=JK,492 THETA1(I,J)= THETA(J)-THETAd)93 THETA1D(I,J)=((THETA1(I,J))*180.)/PI94 TH ETAI (J, I )=THETA1 ( I ,J)95 WRITE (6,1055)(I,J,THETA1D(I,J))96 1055 FORMAT (40X,'THETA( ' ,11,11,')= 'zFIO.A)97 36 CONTINUE98 35 CONTINUE90 Cion C P AND Q ARE THE ABCISSA AND ORDINATE, RESPECTIVELY101 C AXES ALIGNED WITH THE FIRST DESIGN POSITION USING102 C AS THE ORIGIN.103 ' C104 C
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105 C DESIGN POSITIONS IN P-Q AXES106 C107 WRITE (6,2010)108 2010 FORMAT C///,40X,'DESIGN POSITIONS (P,Q)',/)109 WRITE ( 6/2020)110 2020 FORMAT (SOXP*,1 OX,'Q',!)11 1 DO 48 1=1,41 1 2 AP(I)=(COS(THETA(1)))*(A(I,1)-AX1)+(S1N<THETA(1)))‘1 1 3 1(A(1,2)-AY1 )114 Aa(I)=(-SIN(THETA(1)))*(A(I,1)-AX1)+<C0S(THETA(1)))*11 5 1(A(I,2)-AY1)116 BP(I)=(C0S(THETA(1)))*(B(I,1)-AX1)t(SIN(THETA(1)))»1 1 7 1(B(I,2)-AY1)118 BQ(I)=(-SIN(THETA(1)))*(B(I,1)-AX1)+(C0S(THETA(1)))*1 1 9 1(B(I,2)-AY1)1 20 48 CONTINUE121 DO 49 1=1,4122 WRITE (6,2030)(I,AP(I),AQ(I))123 WRITE (6,2040)(I,BP(I),BQ(I ))124 2030 FORMAT (AOX/’A’/II,^ ' , F 1 0.4,1 X, F 1 0.4 )125 2040 FORMAT (40X,'B',I 1, '= *,F10.4,1X,F10.4,/)126 49 CONTINUE127 C128 c CALCULATION OF IMAGE POLES IN P-Q AXES129 c130 TH ETAI(1,1)=0.131 WRITE (6,2041)152 2041 FORMAT (///,4OX,'IMAGE POLES IN P-Q AXES',/,51X,'P•,13X,■Q•,/)133 DO 55 1=1,3134 JK= 1 + 1135 DO 56 J=JK,41 36 PP( I,J >=AP(J)-AP(I)137 QQ( I,J)=AQ(J)-AQ(I)138 PIMGX(I,J)»(<COS(THETA1(1,1))-COS(THETA1(1,J)))*(PP( I ,J))139 1+(SIN(THETA1(1,I))-SIN(THETA1(1,J)))*(QQ(I,J)))/140 2(2.*(1.-COS(THETA1(I,J))))141 PIMGY(I,J)=((-S1N(THETA1(1,I))+SIN(THETA1(1,J)))*(PP(I,J))142 1+(C0S(THETA1(1,I))-C0S(THETA1(1,J)))*(QQ(I,J>))/143 2(2.*(1.-C0S(THETA1(I,J))>)144 WRITE (6,2042)(I,J,PIMGX(I,J),PIMGY(I,J))145 2042 FORMAT!40X,'P*,11,11,'= 1,F10.4,4X,F10.4,/)146 PI MGX ( J , I ) =PI MGX ( 1 , J)147 PIMGY(J,I)=PIMGY(I,J)148 56 CONTINUE149 55 CONTINUE150 c151 c CALCULATION OF Q(IJ) IN P-Q AXES WHERE Q(IJ) IS THE152 c INTERSECTION OF THE LINES FORMED BY P'(IK)—P'(JK) AND153 c P'(IL)—P'(JL). THE SLOPE IS DENOTED BY SLOPEK OR SLOPEL154 c AND THE Q INTERCEPT BY QINCPK OR QINCPL.155 c156 CALL QXQY(1,2,3,4,PIMGX,PIMGY,SLP1,QIN1,SLP2',QIN2,QQX,QQY)
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157 SL OPEK(1z2)=SLP1158 QINCPK(1z2)=QIN1159 SLOPEL(1,2)=SLP2160 QI NCPL(1z2)=QIN2161 QX(1z2)=QQX162 QY(1z2)=QQY165 CALL QXQY(1z3z2z4zPIMGXzPIMGYzSLP1/QIN1zSLP2zQIN2zQQX,QQY)164 SLOPEK(1z3)=SLPl165 QINCPK(1z3)=QIN1166 SLOPEL(1z3)=SLP2167 QINCPL(1z3)=QIN2168 QX(1,3)=QQX169 QY ( 1z 3)=QQY1 70 CALL QXQY(1/4z2z3zPIMGX/PIMGYzSLPlzQINlzSLP2zQIN2zQQXzQQY)171 S L 0 PE K ( 1 z 4 ) = S L P1172 QINCPK(1/4)=QIN11 73 SL0PEL(1z4)=SLP2174 QINCPL(1z4)=QIN2175 QX(1#4)=QQX176 QY (1z4)=QQY177 CALL QXQY(2,3z1z4,PIMGX/PIMGYzSLPlzQIN1zSLP2zQIN2zQQXzQQY)178 SL0PEK(2z3)=SLP11 79 QINCPK(2z3)=0 IN11 80 SLOPEL(2z3)=SLP2181 QINCPL(2z3)=QIN21 82 QX<2z3)=QQX183 QY(2z3)=QQY1 84 CALL QXQY(2z4z1z3zPIMGXzPIMGYzSLPlzQINlzSLP2zQIN2zQQXzQQY)185 SLOPEK(2z4)=SLP1186 QINCPK(2z4)=QIN1137 SLOPEL(2/4)=SLP2188 QINCPL(2z4)-QIN2189 QY(2z4)=QQY190 QX(2z4)=QQX191 CALL QXQY(3z4,1,2,PIMGX/PIMGYzSLP1zQIN1/SLP2zQIN2zQQXzQQY)192 SLOPEK(3z4)=SLP1193 QINCPK(3z4)=QIN1194 SLOPEL(3,4)=SLP2195 QlNCPL(3z4)=QIN2196 QX(3z4)=QQX197 QY(3z4)=QQY198 DO 65 I=1z3199 JK=I+1200 DO 66 J=JKz4201 SLOPEK(JzI)=SLOPEK(lzJ)202 QINCPK(J zI)=QINCPKtI, J)203 SLOPEL(JzI)=SLOPEL(IzJ)204 QINCPL(JzI)=QINCPL(IzJ)205 QX ( J, I )=QX(I,J)206 QY(JzI)=QY(IzJ)207 66 CONTINUE208 65 CONTINUE
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517.422 LABEL PAGE42791 01 01-14-78
CC CALCULATION OF T(IJ) AND U(IJ) WHICH ARE THE INTERSECTIONSC --IF THEY EXIST— OF CIRCLES USING IMAGE POLESC P'dK)—P'IJK) AND P'(IL) — P'CJL) AS DIAMETERS.C CALL CIRIN1C1,2,3#4,PIMGX,PIMGY,MM,X1,Y1,X2,Y2)MTESTd ,2>=MM TX(1,2)=X1 TY(1,2>=Y1 UX(1,2)=X2 UY(1,2)=Y2 CALL CIRIN1d,3,2,4,PIMGX,PIMGY,MM,X1,Y1,X2,Y2) MT E ST(1,3> =MM TX < 1,3)=X1 TY(1,3)=Y1 UX(1,3)=X2 UY(1,3)=Y2 CALL CIRIN1d,4,2,3,PIMGX,PIMGY,MM,X1,Y1,X2,Y2) MTESTd ,4) =MM TX d,4)=Xl TY(1,4)=Y1 UX(1,4)=X2 UY d,4)=Y2CALL CIR INI(2,3,1,4,P1MGX,PIMGY,MM,X1,Y1,X2,Y2)MTEST(2,3)=MM TX(2,3 > =X1 TY(2,3)=Y1 UX(2,3)=X2 UY(2,3)=Y2 CALL CIRIN1(2,4,1,3,PIMGX,PIMGY,MM,X1,Y1,X2,Y2) MTEST(2,4)=MM TX(2,4)=X1 TY(2,4)=Y1 UX(2,4)=X2 UY(2,4)=Y2CALL CIRIN1(3,4,1,2,PIMGX,PIMGY,MM,X1,Y1,X2,Y2>MTEST(3,4)=MMTX(3,4)=X1 TY(3,4)=Y1 UX(3,4)=X2 UY(3,4)=Y2 DO 57 1=1,3 J K = I + 1 DO 58 J=JK,4 MTEST(J,I)=MTESTd,J) TX(J,I)=TX(I,J) TY (J,I)=TY (I, J ) UX (J,I)=UXd,J) UY ( J,I)=UY(I , J ) 58 CONTINUE 57 CONTINUE C
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6PAGELABEL17.42242791 01 01-14-78
C CALCULATION OF TSTARCIJ) AND USTAR(IJ) WHICH ARE —IF THEY C EXIST— THE INTERSECTIONS OF TWO CIRCLES ON WHICHC P'(1K), P'IJK) AND P*(IL),P'(IL) LIE SUCH THAT THE ANGLEC WHICH THE TWO IMAGE POLES MAKE WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE C CENTERS IS PSI(IJ).C CALL TUSTR <1 ,2,3,4,THETA 1,SLOP EK,SLOPEL,PIMGX,PI MGY, INN,XK1,YK1,XL1,YL1> NTESTC1,2)=NN TS TRX(1,2)=XK1 TSTRY(1,2)=YK1 USTRX(1,2)=XL1 USTRYC1,2)=YL1 CALL TUSTR (1 ,3,2,4,THETA 1,SLOPEK,SLOPEL,PI MG X,PI MGY, 1 NN , XK1,YK1,XL1,YL1)NT EST(1,3)=NN TS TRX(1,3)=XK1 TS TRY ( 1 , 3) =YK1 USTRXCI,3)=XL1 US TRY(1,3)=YL1 CALL TUSTR (1,4,2,3,THETA1,SLOPEK,SLOPEL,PIMGX,PIMGY, INN,XK1,YK1,XL1,YLl) NTESTC1,4)=NN TS TRX(1,4)=XK1 TSTRY<1,4)=YK1 US TRX(1,4)=XL1 USTRYd ,4)=YL1 CALL TUSTR (2,3,1,4,THETA 1,SLOPEK,SLOPEL,PI MGX,PI MGY, INN,XK1,YK1,XL1,YL1)NT EST(2,3)=NN TSTRX(2,3)=XK1 TSTRY(2,3)=YK1 USTRX(2,3)=XL1 USTRY(2,3)=YL1 CALL TUSTR <2,4,1,3,THETA 1,SLOPEK,SLOPEL,PI MGX,PI MGY, 1NN,XK1,YK1,XL1,YL1)NTEST(2,4)=NN TSTRX(2,4)=XK1 TSTRY(2,4)=YK1 USTRX(2,4)=XL1 USTRY(2,4)=YL1 CALL TUSTR (3,4,1 , 2,THETA 1,SLOP EK,SLOPEL,PIMGX,PI MGY, 1NN,XK1,YK1,XL1,YL1) NTEST(3,4) = NN TSTRX(3,4)=XK1 TSTRY(3,4)=YK1 USTRX(3,4)=XL1 USTRY(3,4)=YL1 DO 67 1=1,3 JK = I + 1 DO 68 J=JK,4 NTEST(J,I)=NTEST(I,J)

I
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31 3 ISTRX(J/I)=TS TRX ( I / J )314 TSTRY(J,I)=TSTRY(I,J)315 USTRX(J, I )=USTRX ( I, J)316 US TRY(J,I)=USTRY ( I , J )31 7 68 CONTINUE318 67 CONTINUE319 C320 C BEGINNING OF CALCULATIONS FOR COEFFICIENTS321 C322 DO 50 1=1/3323 J= 1*1324 Al (J)=1.-C0S(THETA1(1,J))325 B1 ( J)=S IN ( THETA1 ( 1 / J ) )326 C1(J)=AP( J)* COSCTHETA1(1,J))*AQ( J ) *S I N(THETA1(1,J))327 D1(J)=-AP( J)*SIN (THETA1 (1/J))*AQ( J ) *C0S ( THETA1(1/J))328 E1(J)=(AP( J)**2*AQ( J)**2)/2.329 50 CONTINUE330 DO 601=1/3331 J= 1*1332 AM ATX(I/I) = A1(J)333 AMATXCI/2)=B1(J)334 AMATX(I/3)=C1(J)335 BM ATX(I/1)=R1 (J )336 BMATXCI/2)=A1 (J)337 0MATX(I,3)=D1 (J )338 Cl MATX(1/1)=A1 (J )339 Cl MATX(I/2)=AQ(J)340 ClMATX(1/3)=01(J)341 C2MATXC 1/1)=B1(J )342 C2 MATX(I/2)=AQ(J)343 C2 MATX( I /3)=C1(J)344 C3 MATX(1/1)=AP(J)345 C3MATX(1/2)=B1(J)346 C3MATX(I/3)=D1(J)347 C4MATX(1/1)=AP(J)348 C4 MATX(I/2)=A1 (J)349 C4 MATX(1,3)=C1(J)350 DIMATX(1,1)=A1(J)351 DIMATX(I,2)=B1(J)352 DIMATX(I,3)=E1(J)353 D2MATX(1,1)=A1(J)354 D2MATX( 1,2)=A0(J)355 D2MATX(I,3)=C1(J)356 D3MATX(1,1)=AP(J)357 D3MATX( I,2)=R1(J)358 D3MATX(I,3)=C1(J)359 El MATX( I , 1 ) =R1 (J)360 ElMATX( I,2)=A1(J)361 El MATX(I,3)=F1 ( J )362 E2MATX( 1,1)=R1 (J )363 E2MATX( I,2)=A0(J)364 F2MATX( I ,3 ) =D1 ( J )

LABEL ... PAGE 7
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8LABEL PAGE17.42242791 01 01-14-78
E3MATX(1,1) = AP(J > E3MATX(I,2)=A1(J) E3MATX(I,3> =D1 (J > Fl MATX( I,1 )=A1 (J ) Fl MATX(I,2)=A 0(J> Fl MATX(I,3)=E1 ( J ) F2 MATX< I,1> =AP<J > F2MATX(I,2)=B1<J) F2MATX(I,3)=E1 (J) F3MATX<I,1>=AP(J) F3MATX( I ,2)=AQ(J) F3MATX( I,3)=C1 (J > G1 MATX <I,1> =R1 (J ) G1MATX( 1,2)=AQ(J > G1MATX( I ,3 > =E1 (J) G2MATX(1,1)=AP(J) G2MATX( I ,2 )=A1 (J) G2MATX( I ,3 > =E1 (J) G3MATX( 1,1 ) = AP(J) G3MATX(1,2)=AO(J) G3MATX(I,3)=D1(J) HIMATX < t,1)=AP <J) HIMATX(I,2)=AQ(J) HIMATX(I,3)=E1(J)60 CONTINUECALL 0ETERM<AMATX,G) A2=-GCALL DETERM(BMATX,G) B2=GCALL DETERM(C1MATX,G1) CC1=G1CALL DETERM(C2MATX,G2) CC 2=G2CALL DETERM(C3MATX,G3) CC3=G3CALL DETERM(C4MATX,G4) CC4=G4 C2=-CC1-CC2+CC3-CC4 CALL 0ETERM(D1MATX,G1> DO 1=G1CALL DETERM(D2MATX,G2) DO2=G2CALL DETERM(O3MATX,G3) DO 3=G302=-001-002+003CALL DETERM(E1MATX,G1) EE 1=G1CALL DETERM(E2MATX,G2) EE 2=G2CALL 0ETERM(E3HATX,G3) EE 3=G3E2=EE1-EE2-EF3
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17.422 9LABEL PAGE42791 01 01-14-78
CALL DEIE RM(f1MATX,G1>FF1=G1CALL DETERM(F2MATX,G2>FF2=G2CALL DETERM(F3MATX,G3)FF 3=G3F 2 =-F F1+FF2 + FF3CALL DETERMCGIMATX/G1)GG 1 =G1CALL DETERM(G2MA I XzG2)GG2=G2CALL DETERM(G3MATX,G3)GG3=G3G2=-GG1-GG2+GG3CALL DETERM(H1MATXzG1)H2 =G1WR ITE (6z20 50)A2,B2,C2zD2,E2zF2,G2zH2 2050 FORMAT (///,40X,'A= ',F10.4,//4 Ox,'B= •zF10.4,/,40X,•C= ',F10.4,7z 140Xz'D= •,F10.4z/z40X,'E= ',F10.4,/,40X,•F= ',F10.4z/z 140X,'G= 'zF10.4z/z40Xz*H= 'zFIO.4)CC P-Q AXES ARE ROTATED TO U-V AXES THROUGH THE ANGLEC ALPHA=ARCTAN(-A/B) SUCH THAT THE ASYMPTOTE OF THEC CIRCLE-POINT CURVE IS PARALLEL WITH THE U-AXIS.C THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE ROTATED AXES ARE DENOTED BY PRIM.C
ALPHA1=ATAN(-A2/B2)IF (B2) 110,111,111110 ALPHA 2 = ALPHA1+PIGO TO 113111 ALPHA 2=AL PH A1GO TO 113113 CONTINUEALPHAD=(ALPHA2*180.)/PIWRITE (6,2060) ALPHAD2060 FORMAT (///,40X,'ALPHA (DEG)= ',F10.4)WRITE (6,2070)2070 FORMAT (///,30X,'THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE IN THE U-V AXES'1,/ /)BPRIM=SQRT(A2*»2+B2*»2)CPRIM=(C2*(B2**2-A2**2)+2.*A2*B2»D2-2.‘A2*B2*E2)/(BPRIM**2)DPRIM=((E2*A2**2)+(D2«B2**2)-(A2*B2*C2))/(BPRIM**2)EPRIM=((D2*A2**2)+(E2*B2*‘2)+(A2*B2*C2))/(BPRIM*»2)FPRIM=((B2»F2)-(A2*G2))/(9PRIM)GPRIM=((A2*F2)+(B2‘G2))/(BPRIM)HPR IM=H2WRITE (6,3000)BPRIM,CPRIM,DPR IM,EPRIM,FPR IM,GPRIM,HPR I M 3000 FORMAT (///,40X,'BPRIM= ',F10.4,/,40X,'CPRIM= ',F10.4,/,40X, 1'0PRIM= ',F1O.4,/,4OX,'EPRIM= •Fl 0.4,/,4 OX,'FPR 1M= ',F10.4,/, 140X,'GPRIM= ',Fl 0.4,/,40X,'HPRIM= ',F10.4)C
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469 C INTERCEPT Of ASYMPTOTE WITH V-AXIS470 C471 AS MTOT = -OPRIM/RPRIM472 WRITE (6,3010) ASMTOT473 3010 FORMAT (7/,4OX,'ASYMPTOTE= ',F10.4)4 74 C475 C ROTATION OF DESIGN POSITIONS, IMAGE POLES P'(IJ),Q(IJ)476 C T( IJ),U(IJ),TSTAR(IJ) AND USTAR(IJ) INTO U-V AXES477 C478 WRITE (6,3020)479 3020 FORMAT (///,42X,'DESIGN POSITIONS (U,V)',/)480 WRITE (6,3030)481 3030 FORMAT (SOX,1 O',1 OX,'V',/)482 DO 75 1=1,4483 FP1=AP( I )484 FQ1=AQ( I )485 CALL ROTAT (AL PH A 2,FPI,FQ1,FU1,FV1 )486 AU (I)=F U1487 AV(I>=FV1488 FP1=BP(I)489 FQ1=B0( I )490 CALL ROTAT (AL PH A 2,FP1,FQ1,FU1,FV1)491 80 ( I ) = F U 1492 BV(I)=FV1493 WRITE (6,2030) (I,AU(I),AV(D)494 WRITE (6,2040) (I,BU(I),BV(D)495 75 CONTINUE496 WRITE (6, 3035 )497 3035 FORMAT (/7/,42X,•I MAGE POLES IN U-V AXES',/)498 WRITE (6,3025)499 3025 FORMAT ( 5 4 X , • U ' , 1 OX , ■ V ' , / )500 DO 85 1=1,3501 JK = I + 1502 DO 86 J=JK,4503 FP1=PIMGX(I,J)504 FQ1=PIMGY(I,J)505 CALL ROTAT (ALPH A2,FP1,FQ1,FU1,FV1)506 PIMGU(I,J)=FU150 7 PIMGV(I,J)=FV1508 WRITE (6,3040) ( I ,J,PIMGU(I,J),PI MGV(I,J))509 86 CONTINUE510 85 CONTINUE511 3040 FORMAT (4OX,'P',I1,I1,'IMG= ',F10.4,1X,F10.4)512 WRITE (6,3050)513 3050 FORMAT (///,51X,'U',10X,'V',/)514 DO 95 1=1,3515 JK=I+1516 DO 96 J=JK,4517 FP1=QX(I,J)518 FQ1=QY(I,J)519 CALL ROTAT (ALPH A 2,FP1,FQ1,FU1,FV1)520 QU(I,J) = FU1

LABEL  PAGE 10
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521 QV(I,J)=FV1522 WRITE (6,30601 ( I , J ,QU ( I , J ) ,Q V ( I , J ) >523 3060 FORMAT (AOXz'Q*,11,11,'= •,Fl 0.4,1X,F10.4)524 96 CONTINUE525 95 CONTINUE526 WRITE (6,3050)527 DO 105 1=1,3528 JK=I+1529 DO 106 J=JK,4530 FP1=TX(I,J>531 FO 1 =TY(I,J 1532 CALL ROTAT (ALPHA2,FP1,FQ1,FU1,FV1>533 TU(I,J 1=FU1534 TV(1,J)=FV1535 FP1=UX( I , J )536 FQ1=UY(I,J >537 CALL ROTAT ( ALPH A 2,FP1,FQ1,FU1,FV1)538 UU(I,J)=FU1539 UV(I,J)=FV1540 IF (MTEST(I,J)-EQ.O) GO TO 3065541 WRITE (6,3070) ( I , J , TU(I,J),TV(I,J))542 WRITE (6,3071 ) ( I , J ,UU ( I , J ) ,UV ( I, J ) )543 3070 FORMAT (40X,'T',11,11,'= ',F10.4,1X,F10.4)544 3071 FORMAT (40X,'U',I1,I1,'= ' ,Fl 0.4,1X,Fl 0.4,//)54 5 GO TO 106546 3065 CONTINUE547 WRITE (6,3066) (I,J,I,J)548 3066 FORMAT (//,40X,'T( ' , 11, 11,' ) AND U(',11,11,')'549 1'DO NOT EXIST',//)550 106 CONTINUE551 105 CONTINUE552 DO 115 1=1,3553 J K = 1 + 1554 DO 116 J=JK,4555 FP1=TSTRX(I,J)556 FQ1=TSTRY(I ,J)557 CALL ROTAT (ALPH A 2,FPI,F01,FU1,FV1)558 TSTRU(I,J)=FU1559 TSTRV(I,J)=FV1560 FP1=USTRX(I,J)561 FQ1=USTRY(I,J)562 CALL ROTAT (ALPHA2,FP1,FQ1,FU1,FV1>563 US TRU(I,J)=FU1564 USTRV(I,J)=FV1565 IF (NTEST(I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 3075566 WRITE (6,3080) ( I , J ,TSTRU ( I ,J > , TSTRVd , J > >567 WRITE (6,3081 ) ( I , J ,USTRU(1,J>,USTRV(I,J))568 3080 FORMAT (40X,'TSTR',11,11,'= ',F10.4,1X,F10.4)569 3081 FORMAT (40X,'USTR*, 11,11,'= ',F 10.4,1X,F10.4,//)570 GO TO 116571 3075 CONTINUE572 WRITE (6,3076) (I,J,I,J)

LABEL  PAGE 11
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573 3076 FORMAT ( / / , 40X,1TSTR ( 1» I 1/I 1/*) AND USTR('/11/11/1)1574575 11 DO NOT EXIST1,//) 116 CONTINUE576 115 CONTINUE577578 CC READING IN U AND DELU WHERE U IS NEGATIVE AND DELU IS POSITIVE579580 C 9 RE A D ( 5,200, EN D = 500) U, D ELU581582 TE ST = U 200 FORMAT(F10•3,F10•7)583584585586587

1=1 K= 1 L=1 IX = I1 CONTINUE588589590591592593594595596597

AA1=EPRIM/BPRIMAA2=((BPRIM*U**2)+(CPRIM*U)*GPRIM)/BPRIMAA3=((DPRIM*U**2)*(FPRIM*U)+HPRIM)/0PRIM Q1=((3.*AA2)-(AAl»*2))/9.R1=((9.*AA1*AA2)-(27.*AA3)-(2.*AAl**3))/54.R2 =ABS < R1)Q2=ABS(QI)D=(SIGN(1,Q1)*(Q2**3))*(R2**2)IF(0)101,101,102102 SS=SQRT(D)598599600601602603604605606607608609610611

DS1=R1+SS DT1=R1-SS DS2=A9S(DS1) DT 2 = ABS (DTDS1=(SIGN(1,DS1))*(DS2**.333333)T1=(SIGN(1,DT1))*(DT2**.333333)IF ( I .HE . 1)GO TO 104 U1 ( I )=UV= SI+T1-A Al /3.VI(I)=V U=U*DELU 1=1*1 GO TO 1 104 U1(I)=U612 61 3 61 4 61 5 616 617 61861 9

V=S1+T1-AA1/3.VI ( I ) =V 
1-VI ( I ) U=U*DFLU 1=1*1 IX = I GO TO 1 101 DELV=Z-ASMTOT620621622623624

PH I=ARCOS(R1/SORT(Q2* *3) )PH ID=(180./PI)*PH IR3=2.*SQRT(O2)VVl=R3*CnS(PHI/3.)-AA1/3.VV2 = R3*COS(PHI/3.*(2.*PI/3.))-AA1/.3.
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625 VV3=R3*COS(PHI/3.*(4.*PI/3.>)-AA1/3.626 202 U1 1 (K)=U627 U12(K)=U628 U13(K)=U629 IF(K.NE.1)G0 TO 207630 VI 1 (K)=VV1631 V1 2 (K)=VV2632 VI3(K)=VV3633 U=U*(DELU/1O.)634 K= K + 1635 GO TO 2636 207 V1 1 (K>=VV1657 VI2 (K)=VV2638 VI3(K)=VV3639 U=U*(DELU/10.)640 K=K + 1641 KK =K642 GO TO 2643 2 CONTINUE644 AA1=EPRIM/BPRIM645 AA2=((BPRIM*U**2)*(CPRIM*U)+(GPR1M))/9PRIM646 AA3=((DPRIM»U**2)+(FPRIM*U)*(HPRIM))/(BPRIM)647 Ql=((3.*AA2)-(AA1**2))/9.648 Rls((9.*AAl*AA2)-(27.*AA3)-(2.*AA1**3))/54.649 R2 =ABS(R1)650 Q2=ABS(Q1)651 D=(SIGN(1/Q1)*(Q2**3))+<R2**2)652 IF(0)101x101/103653 103 SS=SQRT(D)654 DS1=R1*SS655 DT1=R1-SS656 OS 2 = ABS(DS1)657 DT2 = ABS (DT1 )658 S1=(SIGN(1/DS1))*(DS2**.333333)659 T1=(SIGN(1/DT1))*(DT2*».333333)660 IF (L.NE.DGO TO 351661 U2(L)=U662 V=S1+T1-AA1Z3.663 V2 (L)=V664 U=U+DELU665 L=L + 1666 GO TO 2667 351 U2(L)=U668 V=S1+T1-AA1/3.669 V2 (L)=V670 IF (LL.GE.IX) GO TO 6000671 U=U+DELU672 L=L + 1673 LL =L674 GO TO 2675 6000 CONTINUE676 6050 CONTINUE
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677 678 679680681682683684685 686 687688 689 690691692 693 694695696697698699700701702 703 704705706707708709710711712713714715 716 71771 8719720721722723724725726 727 728

17.422 LABEL PAGE42791 01 01-14-78
881=4.*(HPRIM**2)BB2 = (4*(BPRIM1* C DPRIM*EPRIM>)/4.BB 3 = (-(CPRIM**2> + (4.*0PRIM*GPRIM> + (4.*DPRIM*EPRIM)>/6.HB4 = (-2.*<CPRIM*FPRIM)-K4.*BPRII»l*HPRIM) + (4.*DPRIM*GPRIM)>/4. B35=-(FPRIM**2)+(4.*DPR1M*HPRIM> TEST1=(<(BB1*BB5)-(4.*Bfl2*BB4)F(3.*BB3**2)>**3>-27.*<<BB1*BB3*BB5 1+(2*BB2*BB3*BB4>-(BB1*BB4**2)-<BB5*BB2**2>-(BB3**3))**2)IF(TESTI.LT.0) GO TO 3 UR ITE(6/9021 )902 1 FORMAT(///,47X/'DOUBLE BRANCH CURVE ' z////47X/ I'OPEN BRANCH SEGM ENT 1z///46Xz1U 1 z19Xz1V1z/>IK = I X-1 DO 350 I=1/IK WRITE(6/9011>(U1(I),V1(I))9011 FORMAT(40X/F10.5/10X,F10.5> 350 CONTINUEKL=KK-1 DO 360 I=1/KL WRITE (6,9011) (U12(I),V12(I)) 360 CONTINUEDO 370 1=1,LL WRITE (6,9011) (U2(I),V2(I))370 CONTINUE WRITE (6,9022)9022 FORMAT (//,44X,'CLOSED BRANCH SEGME NT',//,46X,*U',18Xz'V1 ' .18X, 1,V2',/) KL=KK-1 DO 380 1=1,KL WRITE (6,9012) (U1 1 (1) ,V1 1(I),V13( I ))9012 FORMAT (40X,F10.5.1 OX,F10.5,1 OX,F10.5) 380 CONTINUEGO TO 4803 CONTINUEWRITE (6,9031)9031 FORMAT (///,47X,'S INGLE BRANCH CURVE',//,46X,1U',19X,•V *.I ) IK = IX-1 DO 450 1=1,IK WRITE (6,9011) (U1(I),V1(I))450 CONTINUE WRITE (6,9014)9014 FORMAT ( / / , 46 X , * U ' , 1 3X , ' V 1 1 ,1 3 X , * V 2 ' , 1 2 X , • V 3 • , / > KL=KK-1DO 460 1 = 1 ,KL WRITE (6,9015) (U11 ( I),V11( I),V12(I),V13(I)>9015 FORMAT (40X,F10.5,5X,F10.5,5X,F10.5,5X,F10.5) 460 CONTINUEWRITE (6,9016)9016 FORMAT (//,46X,'U',19X,* V',/) DO 470 1=1,LLWRITE (6,9011) (U2(I),V2(I)) 470 CONTINUE 480 CONTINUE



42791 01 01-14-78 17.42? LABEL .... 1 5
729 C730 C INSERT GO TO 9 CARD AFTER THIS CARD FOR VARING U ANO DELU731 c732 500 CONTINUE733 C734 C INSERT GO TO 7 CARD AFTER THIS CARD FOR MORE THAN ONE CASE735 C736 GO TO 7737 600 CONTINUE738 STOP739 END
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PAGE 142791 01 01-14-78 17.4?3 LASEL DETERM
1 SUBROUTINE DFTFRM(A/G)
2 C"5 c THIS SUBROUTINE EXPANDS A 3X3 DETERMINATE4 c5 DIMENSION A(3,3)6 Z1=A(1,1)*A(?,2)*A(3,3) + A(1,2)*A(2,3)*A(3,1)*A(1,3)*A(2,n*A(3/2)7 Z2=A(1,3)*A(2z2)*A(3,1)+A(1,2)*A(2,1)*A(3#3)+A(1,1)*A(2z3)*A(3,2)8 DE T = Z1-Z29 G= DET1 0 RETURN1 1 END
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 51 6 1 7

17.423 LABEL QXQY PAGE42791 01 01-14-78
SUBROUTINE QXQY(I/J,K/L/PIMGX,PlMGY,SLPl/QINl,SLP2/QIN2f 1QQX,QQY) C C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT FOR TWO C STRAIGHT LINES USED IN COMPUTING Q(IJ) C DIMENSION PIMGX(4,4)/PIMGY(4,4) SLP1=(PIMGY(I,K)-PIMGY(J,K))/(PIMGX(I/K)-PIMGX(JzK)) QIN1=((PIMGX(I#K))*(PIMGY(J/K))-(PIMGX(J/K))*(PIMGY(I,K) 1))/(PIMGX(I,K)-PIMGX(JzK)) SLP2=(PIMGY(IzL)-PIMGYCJzL))/(PIMGX(IzL)-PIMGX(JzL)) QIN2=((PIMGXtIzL))*(PIMGY(J/L))-(PIMGX(J,L))*(PIMGYCIzL) 1)) /(PIMGX(IzL)-PI MGX(J zL)) QQX=(QIN1-QIN2)/(SLP2-SLP1) QQY=((QIN1*SLP2)-(Q1N2*SLP1))/(SLP2-SLP1) RE TURN EN D

I
H
U1 
O

I



1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 in 11 12 1 3 1 4 1 5 161 7 18 19 20 21 222 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 4 3

17.423 LABEL CIRIN1 PAGE42791 01 01-14-78
SUBROUTINE CIRlNl(I,JzKzL/PIMGX/PIMGY/MM,Xl/Yl/X2/Y2)C C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE INTERSECTIONS— IF THEY EXIST — C OF TWO CIRCLES WHERE P(IK)--P(JK) AND P(IL)--P(JL) AREC THE DIAMETERS. THE INTERSECTIONS ARE T(IJ) AND U(IJ).C DIMENSION PIMGX<4,4),PIMGY(4,4 ) XCK=(PIMGX(I,K)*PIMGX(JzK))/?. 
YCK=<PIMGY(I,K)+PIMGY(JzK>)/2. 
RK=((PIMGX(JzK)-PIMGX(IzK))**2*(PIMGY(J,K)-PIMGY(IzK)) 1**2)/4.XCL=(PIMGX(IzL)+PIMGX(J,L>)/2. 
YCL=(PIMGY(I,L)*PIMGY(JzL>)/2. 
RL=(<PIMGX(JzL)-PIMGX(IzL))**2*(PIMGY(JzL)-PIMGY(IzL>) 1**2)/4. XCK2=XCK*XCK YCK2=YCK*YCK XCL2=XCL*XCL YCL2=YCL*YCL DX=XCL-XCK DY=YCK-YCL Cl=DY/DX C2=(XCL2-XCK2+YCL2-YCK2*RK-RL)/(2.*DX) BB=(YCK+XCK*C1-C1*C2)/(1.*C1**2) CC=(XCK2+YCK2-RK-2.*XCK*C2+C2**2)/(1.+C1**2) DD=(BB**2)-CC IF (DD) 101,102,102101 CONTINUE MM =0XI=999.9999 Y1=999.9999 X2=999.9999 Y2=999.9999 GO TO in102 CONTINUE MM = 1Y1=RR+SQRT<DD) Y2=BB-SQRT(DD) XI=< C1 *Y1> + C2 X2 = (C 1 * Y 2 ) + C? 10 CONTINUE RE TURN EN D

I

U1

I



42791 m 01-14-78 17.425 LABEL TUSTR PAGE 1
12 34 56 7 8 910 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 718 1 9 2021 22 23 24 25 26 2728 29 30 31 32 33 34 3536 37 38 39 40 41 42 4344 45 46 47 48 49 50 5152

SUBROUTINE TUSTR(IzJzK,L,THETAIzSLOPEK,SLOPFL,PIMGX, 1PIMGYzNNzXKlzYKIzXLlzYLI>CC THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE INTERSECTIONS — IF THEY EXIST— C OF TWO CIRCLES WHERE P(IK)--P(JK) AND P<IL)—P(JL> ARE NOT C THE DIAMETERS OF THE CIRCLES. THE INTERSECTIONS AREC TSTAR(IJ) AND USTARCIJ).C DIMENSION THFTA1(4,4>,SL0PEK<4,4),SLOPEL(4z4) DIMENSION PIMGX(4,4>zPIMGY<4,4) PI=3.141592654 IF (THETAKI,J)> 101,102,102101 CONTINUEPS I=PI + THETA1 (I,J>GO TO 10102 CONTINUEPSI=THETA1(I,J)-PI10 CONTINUEBETA= (THETA1(I,J > >/2.PHIK=ATAN(SLOPEK(I,J>)SLP1K = SIN(PHIK-BETA)/COS(PH IK-BETA>YP1K=PIMGY(I,K)-(SLP1K*PIMGX(I,K>) SLP2K=SIN(PHIKtBETA)/C0S(PHIK+BETA> YP2K=PIMGY(J,K)-(SLP2K«PIMGX(J,K>) XK=(YP1K-YP2K)/(SLP2K-SLP1K) YK=(SLP2K*YP1K-SLP1K*YP2K)/(SLP2K-SLP1K> RR K=((PIMGX(J,K>-PIMGX(I,K)>**2t(PIMGY(JzK>-PIMGY(IzK)) 1**2>/(4.*SIN(PSI/2.)*SIN(PSI/2.))PH IL = ATAN(SLOPEL(I,J))SLP1L=SIN(PHIL-BETA>/C0S(PHIL-BETA>YP1L=PIMGY(I,L)-(SLP1L*PIMGX(I,L)) SLP2L=SIN(PHIL+BETA)/C0S(PHIL+BETA) YP2L=PIMGY(J,L)-(SLP2L*PIMGX(J,L)> XL=(YP1L-YP2L)/(SLP2L-SLP1L> YL=(SLP2L*YP1L-SLP1L*YP2L)/(SLP2L-SLP1L) RRL=((PIMGX(J,L)-PIMGX(I,L>>**2+(PIMGY(J,L)-PIMGY(I,L>) 1‘*2)/(4.*SIN(PSI/2.)‘SIN(PSI/2.>>XK2=XK*XKYK2=YK*YK XL2=XL*XL YL2=YL*YLDX = XL-XKDY =YK-YLCC1=DY/DXCC2 = (XL2-XK2 + YL2-YK2T-RRK-RRL)/(2.*DX>BBB=(YK+XK»CC1-CC1*CC2>/(1.+CC1*‘2>CCC=(XK2+YK2-RRK-2.*XK*CC2+CC2**2>/(1.+CC1**2>DDD=(BBB**2>-CCCIF (DDD) 105,106,106 105 CONTINUENN =0XK1=999.9999
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42791 01 01-14-78 17.42'5
54 YK1=999.999954 XL 1=999.999955 YL1=999.999956 GO TO 2057 106 CONTINUE58 NN = 159 YK1=BBB*SQRT(DDD )60 YL1=BBB-SQRT(DDD)61 XK1=(CC1*YK1)+CC262 XL1=(CC1*YL1)+CC263 20 CONTINUE64 RETURN65 END

LABEL TUSTR PAGE 2
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PAGE 142791 01 01-14-78 17.424 LABEL ROTAT
1 SUBROUTINE ROT AT ( ALPHA?,FP1,FQ1,FU1/FV1)2 C3 c THIS SUBROUTINE ROTATES THE P-Q AXES THROUGH AN ANGLE4 c ALPHA TO GET THE U-V AXES.5 c6 FU1=(COS(ALPHA2))*FP1+(SIN(ALPHA2))*FQ17 FV1=-(SIN(ALPHA2))*FP1+(COS(ALPHA2)>*FQ18 RE TURN9 END
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A.3 Output Data For Both Single and Double Branch

Circle-Point Curves

The data presented in this section are the output data 

from the numerical algorithm of A.2 for both the single and 

double branch curves. The data indicates whether it is in 

the p-q coordinate system which has its origin at end A in 

the first design position or in the u-v coordinate system 

which has been rotated such that the asymptote is parallel 

with the u-axis. The data for the circle-point curve is listed 

in the u-v coordinate system only.



DESIGN POSIT IONS (X,Y )X YA1 = 0. 0.B1 = 0. 25.0000A2 = -8.7000 21 .500082 = 12.5000 35.0000A3 = -1.0000 31.200003 = 23.5000 36.5000A4 = 13.0000 32.000084,= 37.7000 27.8000
THE TA(1> =
THETA(12)= THE TA <131 = T H E T A (1 A ) = THETA(23)= THETA(24)= THETA(34)=

90.0000
-57.2648-77.7935-99.6503-20.5287-42.3855-21.8568

DESIGN POSITIONS (P,Q >P QA1 = 0. 0.81 = 25.0000 0.0000A2 = 21.5000 8.700082 = 35.0000 -12.3000A3 = 31.2000 1.000083 = 36.5000 -23.5000A4,= 32.0000 -13.000084 = 27.8000 -37.7000

IMAGE POLES IN P-Q AXESP QPI 2 = 18.7177 -1 5.3404P1 3 = 16.2197 -1 8.8355P14 = 10.5120 -20.0090P23 = 16.8934 -30.3688P24 = 8.2234 -32.3122P34 = 1.2858 -36.9612

A =B =C =D =E =F =G =H =

-0.1904 0.7324 -22.3360 4 7.4868 36.7412 -1109.3788 475.4894 5029.5547
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ALPHA (DEG>= 1 4.5691

THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE IN THE U-V AXES

BPRIM= 0.7567CPRIM= -24.7416DPRIM= 41.5690EPRIM= 42.8590FPRIM= -954.0989GPRIM= 739.2610HPRIM= 5029.5547
ASYMPTOTE= -54.6672

DESIGN POSITIONS (U<V) 1 
HU VAl = 0. 0. (Ji81 = 24.1961 -6.2887A2 = 22.9971 3.01 20 102 = 30.7806 -20.7086A3 = 30.4483 -6.8804B3 = 29.4150 -31.9258A4 = 27.7009 -20.631504 = 17.4228 -43.4808

IMAGE POLES IN U-V AXESU VPI 2 IMG = 14.2570 -19.5555PI 31MG = 10.9602 -22.3099P14IMG= 5.1407 -22.0099P23IMG= 8.7110 -33.641 8P24IMG= -0.1691 -33.341 7P34IMG= -8.0530 -36.0961

u VQ12 = 15.3399 -0.2435Q13 = 19.2010 -6.9986Q14 = 12.6789 -21.0637Q23 = -3.7362 -34.5880Q24 = -93.8214 -48.6531Q34 = 652.9236 -55 .4073



T12= 6.7473 -23.0942U12= 6.3597 -32.5895
T13= 5.3298 -22.1918U13= 7.3708 -32.9529
T14= 2.5990 -17.5164014= 11.4181 -35.4158

T<23> AND U(23>'DO NOT EXIST

T(24> ANO U(24)'OO NOT EXIST

T(34) AND U(34)'DO NOT EXIST
TSTR12= 9.3432 -23.0711USTR12= 10.1810 -34.5699
TSTR13= 9.3303 -23.0753USTR13= 15.9257 -38.4822
TSTR14= 5.8945 -22.6452USTR14= 27.3504 -44.5702

TSTR(23> AND USTR(23) 'DO NOT EXIST

TSTRC24) AND USTR(24) 'DO NOT EXIST

TSTR(34) AND USTR (34) 'DO NOT EXIST

DOUBLE BRANCH CURVE
OPEN BRANCH SEGMENT

U-10.00000-9.00000-8.00000-7.00000-6.00000-5.00000-4.00000-x nnoni

v-36.73993-36.41259-36.07816-35.73704-35.38991-35.03776-34.682087 25 07
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-2.00000 -33.96994-1.00000 -33.621410. -33.286391.00000 -32.975042.00000 -32.7021 72.10000 -32.677742.20000 -32.653922.30000 -32.630742.40000 -32.608232.50000 -32.586412.60000 -32.565302.70000 -32.544952.80000 -32.525372.90000 -32.506603.00000 -32.488673.10000 -32.471613.20000 -32.455443.30000 -32.440213.40000 -32.425953.50000 -32.412683.60000 -32.400443.70000 -32.389273.80000 -32.379203.90000 -32.370274.00000 -32.362504.10000 -32.355934.20000 -32.350604.30000 -32.346534.40000 -32.343774.50000 -32.342344.60000 -32.342274.70000 -32.343604.80000 -32.346354.90000 -32.350565.00000 -32.356245.10000 -32.363425.20000 -32.372135.30000 -32.382395.40000 -32.394215.50000 -32.407615.60000 -32.422615.70000 -32.439225.80000 -32.457445.90000 -32.477296.00000 -32.498766.10000 -32.521 876.20000 -32.546606.30000 -32.572956.40000 -32.600916.50000 -32.630486.60000 -32.661636.70000 -32.694366.80000 -32.728646.90000 -32.764457.00000 -32.801777.10000 -32.840577.20000 -32.880837.30000 -32.922517 tnin.i ■ 7 1 0 A s s «
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7.50000 -33.010017.60000 -33.055767.70000 -33.102807.80000 -33.151097.90000 -33.200588.00000 -33.251 258.10000 -33.303058.20000 -33.355938.30000 -33.409878.40000 -33.464828.50000 -33.520748.60000 -33.577588.70000 -33.635328.80000 -33.693908.90000 -33.753299.00000 -33.813469.10000 -33.874569.20000 -33.935959.30000 -33.998219.40000 -34.061089.50000 -34.124559.60000 -34.188579.70000 -34.253129.80000 -34.318169.90000 -34.3836510.00000 -34.4495810.10000 -34.5159110.20000 -34.5826110.30000 -34.6496610.40000 -34.7170210.50000 -34.7846910.60000 -34.8526210.70000 -34.9208010.80000 -34.9892110.90000 -35.0578211.00000 -35.1266211.10000 -35.1955811.20000 -35.264681 1.30000 -35.3339111.40000 -35.4032511.50000 -35.4726911.60000 -35.5422011.70000 -35.6117811.80000 -35.6814011.90000 -35.751 0612.00000 -35.8207412.10000 -35.8904212.20000 -35.9601112.30000 -36.0297812.40000 -36.0994212.50000 -36.1690312.60000 -36.2385912.70000 -36.3081012.80000 -36.3775412.90000 -36.4469113.00000 -36.5162013.10000 -36.5854013.2OOOO -36.65451i 5 iniiori -'’4. 723 5 1

I
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•n.40000 -36.7924113.50000 -36.8611913.60000 -36.9298413.70000 -36.9983713.80000 -37.0667713.90000 -37.1350314.00000 -37.2031514.10000 -37.271 1214.70000 -37.3389414.30000 -37.4066014.40000 -37.4741114.50000 -37.541 4514.60000 -37.6086314.70000 -37.6756414.80000 -37.7424814.00000 -37.8091415.00000 -37.8756215.10000 -37.9419215.20000 -38.0080415.30000 -38.0739715.40000 -38.1397215.50000 -38.2052815.60000 -38.2706515.70000 -38.3358215.80000 -38.4008015.90000 -38.4655916.00000 -38.5301716.10000 -38.5945616.20000 -38.6587516.30000 -38.7227416.40000 -38.7865216.50000 -38.8501016.60000 -38.9134816.70000 -38.9766616.80000 -39.0396316.90000 -39.1023917.00000 -39.1649517.10000 -39.2273017.20000 -39.2894517.30000 -39.3513817.40000 -39.4131117.50000 -39.4746317.60000 -39.5359417.70000 -39.5970517.30000 -39.6579417.0(1000 -39.7136318.00000 -39.7791118.10000 -39.8393718.20000 -39.8994318.30000 -39.9592818.40000 -40.0189218.50000 -40.0783618.60000 -40.1375818.70000 -40.1966018.80000 -40.2554118.90000 -40. 3140119.00000 -40.3724019.10000 -40.4305919.20000 -40.48886
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11.1OOOO -40.5462920.50000 -41.1127421.50000 -41.6590322.50000 -42.1857425.50000 -42.6935024.50000 -43.1829725.50000 -43.6548326.50000 -44.1097327.50000 -44.54835?R.50000 -44.9713129.30000 -4 5.3792230.30000 -45.7726631.30000 -46.15221
CLOSED PRANCH SEGMENT

U VI V22.00000 -8.74335 -15.190602.10000 -8.27010 -15.688282.20000 -7.85717 -16.125032.30000 -7.48745 -16.517932.4OOOO -7.15073 -16.877162.50000 -6.84032 -17.209392.60000 -6.55157 -17.519242.70000 -6.28108 -17.810092.80000 -6.02627 -18.084472.90000 -5.78515 -18.344363.00000 -5.55611 -18.591333.10000 -5. 33786 -18.826653.20000 -5.12932 -19.051353.30000 -4.92960 -19.266303.40000 -4.73794 -19.472233.5O000 -4.55369 -19.669743.60000 -4.37629 -1 9. 859 383.70000 -4.20525 -20.041593.80000 -4.04014 -20.216783.90000 -3.88057 -20.385284.00000 -3.72622 -20.547404.10000 -3.57678 -20.703404.20000 -3.43199 -20.853534.5OOOO -3. 291 59 -20.997994.40000 -3.15537 -21.136974.50000 -3.02314 -21.270644.60000 -2.894 70 -21.399144.70000 -2.76989 -21.522634.80000 -2.64856 -21.641214.90000 -2.53056 -21.755005.00000 -2.41577 -21.864105.10000 -2.30407 -21.968625.20000 -2,19535 -22.068635.30000 -2.08950 -22.164235.40000 -1.98643 -22.255485.50000 -1.88604 -22.342465.60000 -1.78826 -22.425245.70000 -1.69301 -22.503885.80000 -1.60022 -22.578465.90000 -1.50981 -22.649026.00000 -1.42172 -22.71563
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6.1 MOO -1.33590 -22.778356.20000 -1.25228 -22.837246.50000 -1.17081 -22.892366.40000 -1.09144 -22.943766.50000 -1.01413 -22.991506.60000 -0.93883 -23.035656.70000 -0.86550 -23.076266.80000 -0.79410 -23.113386.90000 -0.72458 -23.147087.00000 -0.65692 -23.177427.10000 -0.59108 -23.204467.20000 -0.52703 -23. 228 257.30000 -0.46474 -23.248877.40000 -0.40417 -23.266367.50000 -0.34531 -23.280797.60000 -0.28812 -23.292237.70000 -0.23259 -23.300727.80000 -0.17868 -23.306357.90000 -0.12638 -23.309158.00000 -0.07566 -23.309208.10000 -0.02651 -23.306568.20000 0.02109 -23.301278.30000 0.06717 -23.293418.40000 0.11173 -23.283038.50000 0. 15480 -23.270188.60000 0.19639 -23.254928.70000 0.23651 -23. 237 318.80000 0.27518 -23.217398.90000 0.31240 -23.195229.00000 0.34820 -23. 1 70869.10000 0.38258 -23.1 44 349.20000 0.41555 -23.115729.30000 0.44713 -23.085049.40000 0.47731 -23.052349.50000 0.50612 -23.017689.60000 0.53355 -22.981099.70000 0.55961 -22.942619.80000 0. 58432 -22.902289.90000 0.60767 -22.8601310.00000 0.62968 -22.8162110.10000 0.65034 -22.7705510.20000 0.66966 -22.7231710.30000 0.68764 -22.6741010.40000 0.70430 -22.6233910.50000 0.71962 -22.5710510.60000 0.73361 -22.5171110.70000 0.74628 -22.4615910.80000 0.75762 -22.4045210.90000 0.76763 -22.3459211.00000 0.77631 -22.2858111.10000 0.78367 -22.2242111.20000 0.78970 -22.1611411.30000 0.79440 -22.096601 1 .40000 0.79776 -22.0306211.50000 0.79979 -21.0632211.60000 0.80047 -21.8943911.70000 0.79982 -21.8241511.80000 0.79781 -21.7525211.90000 0.79444 -21.67950
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1 2.00000 0.78972 -21.6051012.10000 0.78362 -21.5293112.20000 0.77615 -21.4521612.10000 0.76730 -21.3736312.«0000 0.75705 -21.2937412.50000 0.74540 -21.2124812.60000 0.73233 -21.1298612.70000 0.71785 -21.0458612.80000 0.70192 -20.9605012.00000 0.68455 -20.8737513.00000 0.66572 -20.7856313.10000 0.64541 -20.6961213.20000 0.62360 -20.6052113.30000 0.60029 -20.5128913.40000 0.57545 -20.4191613.50000 0.54907 -20.3240013.60000 0.521 12 -20.2274013.70000 0.49159 -20.1293413.80000 0.46046 -20.0298013.90000 0. 42769 -19.9287714.00000 0. 39326 -19.8262314.10000 0.35716 -19.7221614.20000 0.31934 -19.6165214.30000 0.27979 -19.5093014.40000 0.23847 -19.4004714.50000 0.19534 -19.2900014.60000 0.15038 -19.1778614.70000 0.10354 -19.0640114.80000 0.05478 -18.9484214.90000 0.00406 -18.8310415.00000 -0.04865 -18.7118415.10000 -0.10342 -1 8. 5907715.20000 -0.16029 -18.4677815.30000 -0.21932 -18.3428215.40000 -0.28056 -18.2158415.50000 -0.34407 -18.0867615.60000 -0.40993 -1 7.955 5415.70000 -0.47820 -17.8220915.80000 -0.54897 -1 7.6863515.90000 -0.62231 -1 7. 548 2216.00000 -0.69831 -17.4076416.10000 -0.77706 -1 7. 264 4916.20000 -0.85868 -17.1186916.30000 -0.94327 -16.9701116.40000 -1.03096 -16.8186316.50000 -1.12188 -16.6641316.60000 -1.21618 -16.5064616.70000 -1 . 31400 -16.3454516.80000 -1.41554 -16.1809416.90000 -1.52098 -16.0127417.00000 -1 .63055 -15.840621 7.1 0000 -1 . 74446 -15.6643517.20000 -1 . 86301 -15.4836617.30000 -1.9864 7 -15.2982617.40000 -2.11520 -15.1078017.50000 -2.24958 -14.9119017.60000 -2.39004 -14.7101317.70000 -2.53710 -14.5019617.80000 -7.601 3 5 -14,28687
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17.90000 -2.85348 -14.0640018.00000 -3.02432 -13.8326918.10000 -3.20486 -13.5918818.20000 -3.39632 -13.3403618.30000 -3.60021 -13.0766218.40000 -3.81844 -12.7987518.50000 -4.05351 -12.5042518.60000 -4.30880 -12.1897318.70000 -4.58903 -11.8504918.80000 -4.90119 -11.4795218.90000 -5.25649 -1 1.0656119.00000 -5.67505 -10.5886619.10000 -6.20095 -10.0045719.20000 -6.98772 -9.15983

DESIGN POSITIONS (X,Y)X YA1 = 3.0000 0.B1 = 11.0000 0.A2 = 0.8000 -2.0000B2 = 8.3000 0.7840A3 = 2.8000 -9.2500B3 = 4.1000 -1.3560A4 = 5.8000 0.600004 = 13.4000 -1.8980
THETA(1)=
THETA ( 12 ) = THETA(13)= THETA(14>= THETA(23)= THETA(24>= THETA(34)=

0.
20. 364980.6484 -18.194960.2834 -38.5598 -98.8432

DESIGN POSITIONS <P,Q )P 0A1 = 0. 0.B1 = 8.0000 0.A? = -2.2000 -2.000002 = 5.3000 0.7840A3 = -0.2000 -9.2500B3 = 1.1000 -1.3560A4 = 2.8000 0.600004 = 10.4000 -1.8980

IMAGE POLES IN P-Q AXESp QP12 = 4.4675 -7.1243P13 = 5.3490 -4.7428P 1 4 = 3.2755 -8.4430P23 = 6.1281 -4.3044p ■> /, - 7 1 -7 A /. /. 7
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P54 = 4.5211 -5.0505

A= 0.0488R= 0.0352C= 0.0851D= -0.9532E= 0.9328F= 6.2942G= 8.9793H= 12.5533

ALPHA (DEG)= -54.2019

THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE IN THE U-V AXES

BPRIM= 0.0602CPRIM= -1.8164DPR1M= 0.2472EPRIM= -0.2675FPRIM= -3.6013GPRIM= 10.3574HPRIM= 12.5533
ASYMPTOTE^ -4.1051

DESIGN POSITIONS (UzV)u VA1 = 0. 0.01 = 4.6794 6.4887A2 = 0.3353 -2.954262 = 2.4642 4.7573A'S = 7.3855 -5.572803 = 1.7433 0.0090AA = 1.1512 2.6220B4 = 7.6227 7.3251

IMAGE POLES IN U-V AXES
P12IMG= PI 3IMG = PI 4IMG = P23IMG= P24 IMG = P34 IMG =

U8.3916 6.9756 8.7627 7.07578.4192 6.7409

V-0.54371.564 2-2.28352.4526-1.39510.7128
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U V

u V012 = 7.0432 2.1638on = 9.8880 -3.9511014 = 8.1812 5.9379023 = 11.9017 -5.7688024 = 7.3967 4.1202034 = 8.6286 -1.9947

T(12> AND U(12)'D0 NOT EXIST
T13= 6.262A 0.2384U13= 9.2195 0.2693

TC14) AND U(14)'D0 NOT EXIST
T23= 6.4240 0.3506U23= 8.8682 0.0534

T<24) AND U(24)'DO NOT EXIST
T34= 5.7790 0.0020U34= 9.7851 0.5507

TSTR(12> AND USrR(12)'D0 NOT EXIST
TSTR15= 6.8957 1.1180USTR13= 11.1241 1.1713

TSTR(14> ANO USTRdAl'DO NOT EXIST
TSTR23= 6.8276 0.8979USTR23= 9.7060 0.5135

TSTR(?4) AND USTR<24)'D0 NOT EXIST
TSTR34= 6.8735 1.0353USTR34= 12.9928 2.2184
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u V-10.00001) -2.07275-9.50000 -2.04092-9.00000 -2.00808-8.50000 -1.974 21-8.00000 -1 .93923-7.50000 -1.90309-7.00000 -1.86574-6.50000 -1.82712-6.00000 -1.78715-5.50000 -1.74575-5.00000 -1.70286-4.50000 -1.65838-4.00000 -1.61223-3.50000 -1.56428-3.00000 -1 .51444-2.50000 -1 . 46259-2.00000 -1.40857-1.50000 -1.35224-1.00000 -1.29343-0.50000 -1.231940. -1.167540.50000 -1.099981 .00000 -1.028951.50000 -0.954082.00000 -0.874922.50000 -0.790883.00000 -0.701193.50000 -0.604814.00000 -0.500184.5OOOO -0.384855.00000 -0.254525.50000 -0.100666.00000 0.097636.50000 0.414517.00000 1.764 797.50000 4.453638.00000 5.61988
u VI V2 V38.50000 6.41733 -1.66322 -C.310718.55000 6.48495 -1.80122 -0.240348.60000 6.55078 -1.92694 -0.180458.65000 6.61491 -2.04372 -0.1 27818.70000 6.67740 -2.15354 -0.080478.75000 6.7383? -2.25772 -0.037218.80000 6.79773 -2.35718 0.002848.85000 6.85568 -2.45260 0.040308.90000 6.91223 -2.54448 0.075648.95000 6.96742 -2.63323 0.109209.00000 7.02129 -2.71918 0.141289.05000 7.07390 -2.80259 0.1 72089.10000 7.12528 -2.88369 0.201809.15000 7.17546 -2.96265 0.230579.20000 7.27449 -3.03964 0.258549.25000 7.27239 -3.11480 0.28580o. ^nnfjn ?.31?10 • 3 » 1 8 8 ? 4 0 u .3 1 2 4 3
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9.35000 7.36492 -3.26007 0.338539.40000 7.40962 -3.33038 0.364159.45000 7.45330 -3.39927 0.389359.50000 7.49599 -3.46679 0.414199.55000 7.5 3771 -3.53302 0.438709.60000 7.5 7848 -3.59803 0.462939.65000 7.61833 -3.66186 0.486929.70000 7.65727 -3.72457 0.510689.75000 7.69532 -3.78620 0.534269.80000 7.73251 -3.84680 0.557689.85000 7.76883 -3.90641 0.580969.90000 7.80432 ' -3.96506 0.604129.95000 7.83898 -4.02279 0.6271910.00000 7.87284 -4.07962 0.6501710.05000 7.90589 -4.13560 0.6730910.10000 7.93816 -4.19074 0.6959610.15000 7.96966 -4.24507 0.7188010.20000 8.00040 -4.29863 0.74 16110.25000 8.03039 -4.35142 0.7644210.30000 8.05964 -4.40348 0.7872210.35000 8.08816 -4.45481 0.8100410.40000 8.11596 -4.50546 0.8328810.45000 8.14305 -4.55542 0.8557610.50000 8.1 6943 -4.60472 0.8786710.55000 8.19512 -4.65337 0.9016310.60000 8.22013 -4.70140 0.9246610.65000 8.24445 -4.74881 0.9477410.70000 8.26810 -4.79562 0.9709010.75000 8.29109 -4.84185 0.9941510.80000 8.31341 -4.88750 1 .01 74810.85000 8.33508 -4.93259 1 .0409010.90000 8.35610 -4.97713 1.0644210.95000 8.37647 -5.02114 1.0880511.00000 8.39620 -5.06462 1.1118011.05000 8.41530 -5.10758 1 .1 35671 1.10000 8.43377 -5.15004 1 .1 5 9661 1 . 1 5000 8.45161 -5.19200 1.1837811.20000 8.46883 -5.23348 1.2080411.25000 8.48542 -5.27448 1.2324411.30000 8.50140 -5.31501 1.2569911.35000 8.51677 -5.35508 1.2817011.40000 8.53152 -5.39470 1.3065711.45000 8.54566 -5.43387 1.3316011.50000 8.55920 -5.47261 1.3568011.55000 8.57212 -5.51092 1.3821811.60000 8.5 8445 -5.54881 1.4077511.65000 8.5961 7 -5.58628 1 .4335011.70000 8.60728 -5.62334 1.4594411.75000 8.61780 -5.66000 1 .4855911.80000 8.62771 -5.69626 1.5119411.85000 8.63702 -5.73214 1.5385011.90000 8.64573 -5.76763 1.565281 1.95000 8.65384 -5.80274 1.5922812.00000 8.661 34 -5.8374 7 1.6195212.05000 8.66825 -5.87184 1.6469812.10000 8.674 54 -5.90585 1.6746912.15000 8.68023 -5.93950 1.7026512.20000 8.68531 -5.97279 1.7308712 25000 8.68979 -A.00574 1 .75934
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1?.30000 8.69365 -6.03835 1 .7880912.35000 8.69689 -6.07061 1.8171112.40000 8.69952 -6.10254 1.8464112.45000 8.70152 -6.13414 1.8760112.50000 8.70290 -6.16542 1 .9059012.55000 8.70366 -6.19637 1 .9361012.60000 8.70378 -6.22701 1.9666212.65000 8.70326 -6.25733 1 .9974612.70000 8.70210 -6.28734 2.0286312.75000 8.70029 -6.31704 2.0601412.80000 8.69782 -6.34644 2.0920112.85000 8.69470 -6.37554 2.1242312.90000 8.69091 -6.40435 2.1568312.95000 8.68644 -6.43286 2.1898113.00000 8.68129 -6.46108 2.2231813.05000 8.67545 -6.48902 2.2569513.10000 8.66892 -6.51667 2.291 1413.15000 8.66167 -6.54405 2.3257613.20000 8.65370 -6.57114 2.3608313.25000 8.64501 -6.59796 2.3963413.30000 8.63557 -6.62451 2.4323313.35000 8.62538 -6.65080 2.4688013.40000 8.61442 -6.67681 2.5057813.45000 8.60268 -6.70257 2.5432713.50000 8.59015 -6.72806 2.5813013.55000 8.57680 -6.75329 2.6198813.60000 8.56263 -6.77827 2.6590313.65000 8.54761 -6.80300 2.6987813.70000 8.53172 -6.82748 2.7391513.74999 8.51494 -6.85170 2.7801513.79999 8.49725 -6.87569 2.8218213.84999 8.47863 -6.89943 2.8641813.89999 8.45905 -6.92293 2.9072613.94999 8.43848 -6.94619 2.951101 3.99999 8.41688 -6.96921 2.995 7114.04999 8.39424 -6.99200 3.0411414.09999 8.37051 -7.01455 3.0874314.14999 8.34565 -7.03688 3.1 346114.19999 8.31963 -7.05898 3.1 827414.24999 8.29238 -7.08085 3.2318514.29999 8.26388 -7.10249 3.2820014.34999 8.2 3405 -7.12392 3.3332514.39999 8.20285 -7.14512 3.3856614.44999 8.17019 -7.16611 3.4393014.49999 8.13601 -7.18687 3.4942514.54999 8.10023 -7.20743 3.5505814.59999 8.06275 -7.22777 3.6084014.64999 8.02347 -7.24790 3.6678114.69999 7.98227 -7.26781 3.7289314.74999 7.93901 -7.28752 3.7919014.79999 7.89355 -7.30703 3.8568714.84999 7.84570 -7.32633 3.9240214.89999 7.79525 -7.34542 3.9935614.94999 7.74197 -7.36432 4.0657314.99999 7.68556 -7.38301 4.1408415.04999 7.62567 -7.40151 4.2192315.09999 7.56186 -7.41981 4.3013315.14999 7.49361 -7.43791 4.387681 s «1 9 9 9 9 65582 /, . 4 7gOR



15.24999 7.3408115.29999 7.2541515.54999 7.1584615.39999 7.0511915.44999 6.9280515.49999 6.7810915.54999 6.5916115.59999 6.27565

-7.47354 4.57612-7.49106 4.68032-7.50840 4.79333-7.52555 4.91774-7.54251 5.05785-7.55928 5.22158-7.57587 5.42764-7.59228 5.76002
U V15.64999 -7.6084916.14999 -7.761 0516.64999 -7.8967917.14999 -8.0167817.64999 -8.1220018.14999 -8.2133518.64999 -8. 291 6619.14999 -8.3576819.64999 -8.4121420.14999 -8.4557420.64999 -8.4891321.14999 -8.5129421.64999 -8.5277922.14999 -8.5342722.64999 -8.5329623.14999 -8.5244723.64999 -8.5091924.14999 -8.4878224.64999 -8.4608425.14999 -8.4287625.64999 -8.3920726.14999 -8.3512426.64999 -8.3067527.14999 -8.2590327.64999 -8.2085128.14999 -8.1555928.64999 -8.1006529.14999 -8.0440329.64999 -7.9860830.14999 -7.9271030.64999 -7.8673831 . 1 4999 -7.8071631.64999 -7.7467032.14999 -7.6861932.64999 -7.6258333.14999 -7.5657933.64999 -7.5062134.14999 -7.44722
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